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Summary

The 'FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica', Nieuwegein, The Netherlands, is developing a new
instrument for use with Tokamak experiments: The FOM Free-Electron-Maser. This device will
generate millimeterwave radiation by manipulating a 2 [MeV], 12 [A] electron beam. This
electron beam has to be positioned very precisely to operate the maser and during operation
information is needed on the value of the beam current along the beam Hne as a means of
determining beam loss.

A system has been developed that can be used to determine beam position and beam current at a
fixed position along the Hne. From several alternatives an improved type of inductive sensor,
generally referred to as 'Mirnov-coils', namely 1200 sector-wound coils was chosen. These are
aircored coils with a constant winding density that are wound on a 120 0 section of a torus form
coil former. Four of these coils have been employed in two sets of two coils in order to determine
beam position in two perpendicular directions, and beam current. Coil signaIs are integrated
separately using purpose-built integrators. The integrated coil voltages have been related to beam
position and beam current both theoretically and experimentally and estimations have been made
on the attainable accuracy.
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List of symbols used

A = surface enclosed by one coil winding [m2]

Ä = magnetic vector potential
B = magnetic induction [T]
Be = magnetic induction in the O-direction in circle-cylindrical coordinates [T]
Be,o, Be,m(c), Be,m(8) = Fourier coefficients of the magnetic induction Be [T]
C = J.LoI/27r
d = thickness of the metal wall [m]

or: distance between a coil and the centre of the current-distribution of the beam [m]
f = frequency [Hz]
H = magnetic field strength [Alm]
I = current [A]
j = imaginary unit, j~{-1)
J = current density [A/m2]

k = constant of proportionality for original Mirnov coils
ln{.) = natural logarithm, base e
N = winding density of a coil [turnslm]
r = radius in circle-cylindrical coordinates (r,O,z) [m]

or: modulus in the complex z-plane: z=r'expGO)
r' = modulus in the complex w-plane: w=r"expGcf»
R = average radius of the coB former [m]
~ = radius of the tube surrounding the electron beam [m]
t = time [sJ
tri8e = rise-time (time between 10%-90% of the phenomenon concerned) [sJ
u = resulting voltage when adding the output voltages of two Mirnov-coils [V]
U = resulting voltage when subtracting the output voltages of two Mirnov-coils [V]
V = voltage [V]
w = coordinate in the complex w-plane: w=r"expGcf»
x = normalized beam displacement, normalized on R
X = normalized beam displacement in the horizontal ('x'-) direction, normalized on R
Y = normalized beam displacement in the vertical ('y'-) direction, normalized on R
z = height in circle-cylindrical coordinates (r,O,z) {m]

or: coordinate in the complex z-plane: z=r'expGO)

ex = normalized electron-beam radius, normalized on~
fJ = normalized electron-beam position, normalized on~ (circle-cylindrical coordinates)
,6,. = small variation in .
,6,h = displacement of the centre of the current distribution in the beam [m] (Mirnov-coBs)
cf> = argument in the complex w-plane: w=r"expGcf»
4> = magnetic flux [Wb]
J.Lo = magnetic permeability of vacuum [H/m]
J.Lr = relative permeability
J.L = magnetic permeability (p.= J.LoJLr) [H/m]
p = specific resistance [Om]
T = integration-constant [sJ
Tw = time-constant of the penetration of a metal tube with J.Lr =1 by a transversal magnetic field
[sJ
o= angle in circle-cylindrical coordinates (r,O,z) [rad]

or: argument in the complex z-plane: z= r'expGO)
Ca> = angular frequency [rad/sJ
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1 Introduction

The ' FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica', Nieuwegein, The Netherlands, is developing a new
instrument for use with Tokamak experiments: The FOM-Free-Electron-Maser.

In Tokamak experiments where very hot and dense plasmas are concerned, instabilities in these
plasmas cause problems in concealing them by means of magnetic fields. It is considered possible
to control these instabilities, improving the concealment of the plasma, by applying energy to the
plasma using precisely (frequency-) tuned millimeterwave (mmw) radiation. To generate this
mmw-radiation a Free-Electron-Maser (FEM) is built at FOM-Rijnhuizen. The designing and
building of the FEM is performed in cooperation with various other institutes in the fields of
applied and nuclear physics and plasma research and is performed in association with Euratom.

The principle of the FEM is based on manipulating a high-energy (approximately 2MeV) electron
beam in an undulator forming part of a complex beam line, in order to generate mmw-radiation.
This high-energy electron-beam has to be positioned very precisely to attain the desired 'maser'
operation and to prevent the beam from damaging the various structures it passes. The positioning
of the beam is performed by magnetic lenses. However, to be able to position the beam, firstly
information has to be gathered about the position of the beam at various piaces in the beam Hne.

To determine the position of an electron beam various methods are available: Apart from the
obvious way of determining the beam position using interfering methods such as screens there are
(among others) methods that are based on acoustics or that determine the position using the
electromagnetic field that surrounds the beam. The latter type can be divided in a class of
capacitive sensors that obtain their information from the electric field caused by the beam and a
class of inductive sensors that obtain their information from the magnetic field surrounding the
beam.

In the special case of the FOM-FEM the current-Ioss along the beam Hne caused by electrons
leaving the desired path is of great concern due to the designs inherent limited capabilities
concerning current-supply. A way of measuring the beam current along the beam line as a way of
determining the current-Ioss in parts of the line therefore is needed.

The development of a system to determine beam position and beam current for use with FOM
FEM formed my task for graduating as an electrical engineer at ' Eindhoven University of Tech
nology " Department of Electrical Engineering. The work was performed as part of a cooperation
between FOM-Rijnhuizen and the ' High-Voltage Technology and EMC '-group (EHC).

A coil set has been designed that can be used to simultaneously determine beam position in two
lateral directions, and to measure beam current. It consists of an improved type of inductive
sensor that is generally referred to as ' Mirnov '-coils. Here 120° sector-wound coils are used. A
120° sector-wound coil has i;l uniform winding density that takes up a 120° section of a torus form
coil former. The designed coil set consists of four separate sector-wound coils. The voltage
induced in the coils is proportional to the beam current and position and, after integration, the
separate coil signals are related to beam position and current.

Tests performed on the system show that beam position can be determined with an accuracy of up
to 1 [mm] and beam current can be determined with an accuracy of up to 1.20/oe.
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As the design specifications are dictated by the FOM-FEM, in chapter 2 a short overview will be
given of the relevant parts of the FEM with respect to the position- and current-measuring system.
In chapter 3 the principle of Mirnov-coils and inductive sensors derived from these Mirnov-coils
is discussed. Chapter 4 describes the development of a system for use with FOM-FEM comprising
inductive sensors. Chapter 5 shows tests and test results of the system developed and in chapter 6
conclusions are drawn and recommendations are presented.
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2 The FOM Free-Electron-Maser (FEM)

2.1 Schematic Outline of the FEM

Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the set-up of the FOM-FEM in its normal operating mode.

electron gun
_ transport tube

accelefator lUbe

2MV
I
I
I

undulator & wave guide

pressure tank

!lillh lIOIIage tenninal
mm·wave clrcuh

lOlenoid lens

12 A

deceleratorlUbe

beam rotateldeflec;t &ystem

depressed coUector

Figure 2.1, FEM in its normal operating mode [Urbanus(l993)]

To produce an electron beam consisting of 2 [MeV] electrons a 2 [MV] accelerating-voltage is
applied. Because of this high accelerating-voltage the FEM is mounted in a pressure vessel filled
with the insulating gas SF6. In figure 2.1 the outer tank is used as a pressure vessel. The actual
FEM is situated in and on the inner tank.

From left to right the following elements are drawn: The electron beam is emitted by the electron
gun that is operated at an accelerating voltage of 80 [kV]. The beam then passes an accelerator
tube consisting of a number of electrodes insulated from each other and kept at such a voltage that
the electrons are accelerated gradually to 2 [MeV]. After passing a number of magnetic lenses that
are used to focus and center the beam, the beam enters a combined undulator and wave guide. In
the undulator the beam travels through a precisely tuned statie magnetie field that varies in
strength in the direction of the beam. Here the millimeter waves are generated. After the
undulator the beam passes some more lenses for focussing and positioning and travels through a
mirror-section where the millimeter waves are coupled out optically. The electron beam then
enters a decelerating tube where the voltage is gradually decreased along the tube until it reaches
earth potentiaI. After this the beam is collected in a so-called • depressed collector' where the
remaining beam energy is retrieved. Finally the beam current path is closed as drawn in the
figure. The millimeter waves themselves are transported through a tube similar to a decelerator
tube to an environment on earth potential.

During assembly and testing of the FEM another set-up will be employed called the • inverse set
up '. Figure 2.2 shows this inverse set-up.

In this situation the mmw-generating part of the FEM is mounted outside both tanks at ground
potential to enable adjustments and various tests to be performed easily. The electron gun is
situated at a voltage of -2 [MV] so an accelerating voltage of 2 [MV] is maintained. Retrieving the
beam energy is not possible in this set-up and the electron beam is simply dumped.
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Figure 2.2, FEM in its inverse set-up [Urbanus(1993)]

In both the normal and inverse set-up the same power-supply is used that is shown in figure 2.3.

FEllpreau'......._VleT
pre.."" '.nk

Current·limiting 500 kC series resÎstor usad tor protecting
HV Ierminal at lIashovo, (docoupling ol capacitances)

ma>< voltage: 2.2 MV
ma>< cun'ent 25 mA continuous
ripplB: 1%,50 Hz

Insulated cors transformBr
In the normal set-up the power-supply only needs to deli
ver the current-Ioss through the accelerator-, decelerator
and outcoupling-tubes together with the current-Ioss in the
beam guide. The supply is dimensioned to be able to
deliver approximately enough current during a 100 [ms]
period to cover this current-demand (the expected current- Figure 2.3, The power-supply Jor
loss is 10-20 [mA], [Urbanus(l993)]). In the inverse situ- FEM [Urbanus(1993)]
ation the capacitor bank will not be employed and the
electron beam is not recollected. In this situation the
capacitance between transformer and earth and between high-voltage tank and earth have to
deliver the full 12 [A] beam current. During FEM-operation the accelerator-voltage should not
drop because this would cause mistuning of the FEM. This fact together with the Iimited
capacitances of transformer and high-voltage tank limits the duration of the experiment in the
inverse situation to approximately 10 [}.ts].

The voltage of 2 [MV] is delivered by an • Insulated Core
Transformer' together with a 10 [nF] capacitor bank.
These are positioned in a separate SF6-filled tank that is
connected to the FEM-tank via a tube. Between capacitor
and transformer as weil as between transformer and high
voltage FEM-vessel a 500 [kOl resistor is mounted to limit
current in case of a flashover between high-voltage and
ground.

For more detailed information about FOM-FEM see [Urbanus(1992)].

2.2 The FEM-beam Hne in detail

Figure 2.4 shows the FEM beam line in some detail in the inverse set-up.

The beam line itself is the same in both inverse and normal operation so figure 2.4 applies to both
cases. Positioning the beam is done by magnetic lenses designated X(Y)i in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4, FEM beam line in detail (inverse set-up)
[Urbanus(1994)J

The positioning is done in such a way that lens X(Y)i positions the beam at the position of beam
diagnostic Pi +1. The diagnostic system for determining beam position and beam current that is
concerned here is mainly developed for diagnostics positions P2a and P2. The beam diameters at
P2a and P2 are 8 [mm] and 2 [mm] respeetively. The available space for the beam to enter the
waveguide at position P2 is 10 [mm] [Urbanus(1994)]. Figure 2.5 shows dimensions of the
vacuum-tubes enclosing the electron-beam at positions P2a and P2.

-r=lp
~rund

HW100 c--'~ NW'OO HW11O-T
1.,00 "-V .'10

1 ,,-r-...

~
......

I--' doO-
P2

-t=? ~

'40
110

Figure 2.5, Diagnostics sections P2 and P2a of FEM
[Urbanus(1994)J
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3 Position detection on electron beams using coils

The need for detection of the position of a ' beam . of charged particles has existed since the first
developments in the search for fusion energy began a few decades ago. It is here where the first
systems were developed to determine the position of a plasma column by measuring its electro
magnetic field and relating this to the position of the column.

In this chapter a short overview will be given of the use of several different types of piek-up coils
used to position beams of charged particles. In the following the terms (plasma-) column and
(electron-) beam will be used interchangeably because the systems discussed here were originally
developed for use with fusion experiments where plasma-columns are concerned. This doesn't
make an essential difference to electron beams as in both cases the property that is actually
detected is the centre of the current-distribution in both the electron beam and the plasma column.

3.1 Mirnov Coils

One of the first to report the use of coils to determine the position of a plasma column was S.V.
Mirnov in 1965 [Mirnov] and hence they have become known as ' Mirnov-coils·. He proposed
the use of sets of two coils positioned on both sides of a plasma-column as given in figure 3.1.

d

t"
I

I
I I

f-'
Figure 3.1, Mimov-coils [Mirnov}(3.1)u =

In his proposal the exact shape and dimensions
of the coils are not given and their responses
are related to the current flowing in the co
lumn by a simple proportionality constant.
When the outputs of the two coils are subtrac
ted and if the displacement ~h is much smaller
than d then the differential output of the coils
is given by formula (3.1) [Mirnov,(l)].

kJ~h

d2

with: k = constant of
proportional ity

I = total column-current
~h = displacement of the centre of the current-distribution
d = distance between coil and the centre of the current-distribution

When the outputs of the coils are added, the resulting voltage U is given by (3.2) [Mirnov,(2)].

u = kJ
d

(3.2)

with: k = constant of proportionality
I = total column-current
d = distanee between coil and the centre of the current distribution

Combining (3.1) and (3.2) gives [Mirnov,(3)]:
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ud
d h =-u

(3.3)

with: u = added coil signals
u = differential coil signal
d = distance between coil and the centre of the current-distribution

Providing that the output signals of the coils are large enough no actual processing of the signals
is required apart from adding and subtracting in order to determine the position of the column in
one direction or rather, to determine the position of the centre of the current-distribution inside the
column.

Combining two sets of two coils, one in the horizontal direction and one in the vertical direction,
yields enough information to determine the column position.

An obvious disadvantage of the use of Mirnov-coils is the fact that in (3.1) two signals are
subtracted. Since the displacement .1h of the column has to be much smaller than the distance d
between coil and column the outputs of both coils will be in the same order of magnitude and in
fact will be virtually the same. The information about the beam position is contained in a small
fraction of the measured signals. Therefore large coil signals are needed to obtain a fairly accurate
position.

To obtain a large coil signal it is necessary to have: a) a very large beam current, b) a strongly
varying current with time (dI/dt large, the coil's outputs are directly proportional to dI/dt), c) a
large number of turns on the coils or d) a combination of the aforementioned possibilities. With
most plasma experiments a high current with a large dlldt is generated so an appropriate signal
strength is easily obtained. As a consequence the number of turns of the coils can be kept small so
the coils will also be able to respond to these high dIldt's (a high number of turns limits the coil's
response time unless coil current is kept low by buffering the coiI's output).

In situations where beam current is low as in FOM-FEM Obeam= 12[A]) the output signals will be
small unless coils with a large number of turns are used. Furthermore, in situations where the
current-strength is fairly stabIe and the current-displacement mainly causes a variation in enclosed
flux in the coils, this variation in enclosed flux will be small because the displacement will be
smalI. The output voltage of the coils is directly proportional to d41/dt so this will cause smalI
signal strengths. A very slow displacement of the beam will not be detected because in that case
d41/dt will be too small and hence continuous application of the system is not possible: During the
experiment the beam could leave h's position unnoticed.

3.2 Other inductive measurement-systems

Many other inductive position-measurement systems have been designed since Mirnov's proposal.
Apart from several systems that employ the standard Mirnov set-up as outlined in § 3.1 [Schnei
der] or employ a large number of Mirnov-coils [Neyatani],[Granetz], also systems exist where
cores of magnetically conducting material are used to increase sensitivity [Millard]. Systems have
even been designed that work more or less according to the inductive principle and that don't
contain coils but use the conductive surrounding of the beam as a sort of inductive monitor
[Fessenden] when mirror currents in this wall are measured and related to beam position. In the
following, attention will be paid to a limited class of inductive measurement systems namely
systems that are based on sine-wound coils or that approximate sine-wound coils using coils with
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constant winding-densities.

3.2.1 Sine-wound coils

Sine-wound coils resembIe Rogowski-coils [Rogowski] but in the case of sine-wound coils the
winding density viewed along the circumference varies according to a sine (winding density oe
sinO or cosO, where 0 is the angle in a circle-cylindrical geometry). In flgure 3.2 both a Rogow
ski-coil and sine-wound coils are shown.

Also in figure 3.2 coils are shown of which the winding
density varies according to sin 20 I cos 20. This is because
these coils were originally developed to study instabilities
in Tokamak plasmas where the modes of plasma instability
can be related to the output of sine-wound coils with a
specific ' order' of dependence of 0 (i.e. oe sin 0, oe sin
20, oe sin 30, oe sin mO) [Heijningen],[DeKock].

Sine-wound coils of specific order only respond to the
corresponding term of a Fourier-series in 0 of the mag
netic field: Consider the situation in which the O-compo
nent of the magnetic field at the radius of the coils can be
represented by a Fourier-series in 0 as given in (3.4).

n_conetant

n_ aln 8

n CIC COl e

n~ Iin 28

nCEcos28

cient

with: Be,o = the constant Fourier-term
Be,m(c) = eosine Fourier coeffi-

Be m(s) = sine Fourier coefficient,

Figure 3.2,
sine-wound
fig·}]

Rogowski-eoU and
eoUs [Heijningen,

The enclosed flux by a truly continuous sine-wound coil of order n (winding density oe sin nO) is
given by (3.5) (see for calculations appendix 2, (A2.3».

with:

ti> '11" A El R B (s)
enclosed = e,n

A = surface of one winding
N = maximum number of tums
R = average radius of coil former
Be n(8) = n'th sine component of Be,

(3.5)

When the winding-order of the coil is equal to one, i.e. n= 1, the flux ~ enclosed by the coil is
proportional to the flrst sine-component of Be: Be, 1(8).

When we assume a configuration as shown in figure 3.3 the expressions for the Fourier-com
ponents of (3.4) are relatively simpIe. In figure 3.3 a particle beam or plasma column with radius
, a' is shown and the total beam-current is ' I '. For now it is assumed that there is no conduc
ting wall present. The beam is displaced by a distance ..1 and by an angle 00,

13



In this configuration the values of the Fourier-components
for the Be-field at the position of the eoUs are given by
[Oomens, formula (la)] if Ia I< R, which after some
manipulation yields:(a brief derivation is given in appendix
6)

with:

B - p.oI
6,0 - 27rR

B(c) = p.oI X m cos(m8 ) (3.6)
6,m 27rR 0

B (s) = p.oI X m sin(m8
0

)
6,m 27rR

P.o = magnetic permeability of vacuum
I = total beam current
x = aiR (normalized displacement)

Figure 3.3, electron-beam, radius
a, displacement ..1, angle 8 0,

between brackets: normalized
values, normalized on R (cai/
farmer radius)

From (3.6) it can be seen that the value of Be,I(S) is directly proportional to the displacement of
the beam in the vertical plane. So the flux enclosed by a continuous sine-wound coil of order n = 1
is directly proportional to the displacement of the beam. Provided that this flux varies with time
(d~/dt~ 0) a voltage will be induced in the coil. When this output signal is integrated over time
the measured voltage can be easily related to the displacement of the beam.

The flux enclosed by a cosine-wound coil is given by (see Appendix 2, (A2.4»:

4> 7r A iJ R B(c)
enclosed = 6,n

(3.7)

Combining (3.7) with (3.6) shows that the flux enclosed by a cosine-wound coil of order n= 1 is
directly proportional to the displacement in the horizontal plane.

Using a sine-wound coil and a cosine-wound coil, both with n= 1, at the same position along the
beam, it is possible to determine beam position in the horizontal and vertical plane yielding
complete information about the position of the beam.

3.2.2 1200 sector-wound coils

Although in theory continuous sine-wound coils are ideal for determining beam posltlon, in
practice they have the disadvantage of being difficult to construct. Furthermore it will be
necessary to approximate a continuous sine winding-density by a limited amount of tums. This
causes a practical ' continuous ' sine-wound coil to lose some of it's advantage of exactly
discriminating between Fourier-terms of the field caused by the beam.

A much more practical approach to a truly sine-wound coil is a 120° sector wound coil. Figure
3.4 shows a schematic drawing of a set of two such coils, in this case approximating a cosine
winding-density (i.e. winding density oe N cosO).

The winding-density of both coils is constant. If they are wound in the same sense and if the flux
enclosed by coil 2 is subtracted from the flux enclosed by coil 1 (coil 2 approximates the negative
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half of a eosine) the net enclosed flux is given by (3.8)(A
ppendix 2, (A2.7».

Comparing formulas (3.8) and (3.7) shows that apart from
the values of the eoefficients a 120° sector eoil approxi
mates a eosine-wound coil fairly weIl. The enclosed flux
depends mainly on the first eosine Fourier-term as is the
case with a eosine-wound eoil. The values of the higher
order Fourier-terms (m> 1) will be smalt eompared to this
first order Fourier-term, not only because their eoef
ficients are much smaller but also because the values of
these higher-order Fourier-terms will be much smaller:

coil1
/

Figure 3.4, 120° sector-wound
coil

.I.. _.I.. - R A N [2 '3 B(c) _ 2{3 B(c) 2{3 B(c) _ 2{3 B(c) ] (3.8)
'f'1 'f'2 - Y:J 0,1 -5- 0,5 + -7- 0,7 1'1 0,11 + ....

The normalized displacement x (x =Ll/R) will in practice be very much smaller than 1. As can be
seen in (3.6) higher order terms depend on xffi so for smalI values of x and increasing values of m
these terms soon become very smalI.

In practice the output voltage of coil 2 will first be integrated and will then be subtracted from
the, also integrated, output of coil 1. This, however, doesn't influence the essence of the result of
(3.8).

Again, the same applies to a set of two 120° sector wound eoils rotated by 90° (as compared to
figure 3.4) approximating a sine wound coil. The enclosed flux in this case is given by (3.9)
(Appendix 2,(A2.10».

_ M W 2{3 W 2{3 W 2{3 W
<P3 - <P4 - R A N [2y3 BO,l - -5- Bo,s - -7- BO,7 + 1'1 BO,11 + .. '·](3.9)

And again, combining two sets of 120° sector wound coils that approximate a sine-wound coil and
a eosine wound coil, the beam position can be determined in the horîzontal as weIl as in the
vertical plane.

Apart from determining beam position these sector wound coils can also be used to measure beam
current. When the enclosed fluxes of all four coils (two from the sine approximation and two
from the eosine approximation) are added the net enclosed flux is given by (3.10) (Appendix 2,
(A2.l1).

8
RNA -7rBlJ 03 11,

<Ptot = <PI + <P2 + <P3 + <P4 =
MMM (3.10)

+ RNA [- y3 B (c) + y3 B (c) _ y3 B(c) ]2"""" 0,4 T 0,8 8" 0,16 + .....
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As can be seen from (3.10) the total enclosed flux mainly depends on the constant Fourier-term.
This constant Fourier-term is proportional to the total current I, see (3.6), and doesn't depend on
the beam's position.

To summarize:
-The employment of 120° sector wound coils is a more practical way to determine beam position

than using sine-wound coils.
-The precision in determining beam position of 120° sector-wound coils is lower than using sine

wound coils, by a smalI amount, depending on how large the beam displacement is: The
smaller the displacement the smaller the deviation will beo

-When the outputs of the four coils that are used to measure beam position are available
independently it is also possible to measure total beam current using 120° wound coils.

3.2.3 84 0 /36 0 sector-wound coils

Another type of sector-wound coils that can be used to approximate sine-wound coils are 84°/36°
sector-wound coils. As with 120° sector-wound coils these use continuous winding densities. But
here each separate coil consists of a 84° , long' section with constant winding density N while on
both sides adjacent to this 84° part a 36° section with winding density N/2 is placed. Figure 3.5
shows a schematic drawing of a set of two such coils used to approximate a cosine-wound coil.

The enclosed flux of coil 1 minus the enclosed flux of coil 2
is given by (3.11) (appendix 2, (A2.14». Comparing (3.11)
with (3.8) shows that for 84°1 36° sector coils the coeffi
cients of the higher order (m > I) Fourier cosine-terms are
smaller than in the case of 120° coils. AIso, the order of the
occurring higher-order Fourier terms is higher with 84°/36°
coils as with 120° coils, so the influence of these higher
order terms will be lower (because xci, see section 3.2.2).

The net enclosed flux of the corresponding sine-approxima
ting coils is given by (3.12) (appendix 2, (A2.17».

coil1
/

Figure 3.5, Schematic repre
Adding the outputs of the four 84°/36°·sector wound coils sentation of 84°/36° sector
that make up a sine- and a cosine-approximating coil-set gives coils
expression (3.13) (appendix 2, (A2.18».

(c) (c) (c) (3 11)tPl - tP2 = R A N [ 3.29 Be,1 - 0.29 Be,? + 0.30 Be,ll - ......l .

00 0 00 00 (312)tP3 - tP4 = R A N [3.29 Be,1 + .29 Be,? - 0.30 Be,ll - .....l .

tPtotal = tP 1 + tP2 + tP3 + tP4 =

8 0 (c)R A N -7rBe0 + R A N [- .54Be43 ' ,
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As can be seen in (3.13) the total enclosed flux of the four 84°/36°-coils mainly depends on the
value of the constant Fourier term of the Be-field, and this constant Fourier term again is directly
proportional to the beam current (3.6). Comparing (3.13) with (3.10) shows that the coefficients
of the constant Fourier-term are the same for 120° and 84°/36° coils. The first occurring higher
order term (Be,4(c» has a somewhat smaller coefficient with 84°/36° coils than with 120° coils but
with the second occurring higher-order term (Be,s(c» this is reversed. When taking into account
the fact that in practice higher-order terms will get increasingly smaller (see section 3.2.2)
84°/36° coils are a bit more accurate than 120° coils when measuring current.

To summarize:
-The employment of 84°/36° sector-wound coils is also a more practical way to determine beam

position than using sine-wound coils.
-The precision in determining beam position of 84°/36° sector-wound coils is somewhat better

than using 120° sector-wound coils but manufacturing them will be more difficult.
-The precision in determining beam current of 84°/36° sector-wound coils is also somewhat better

than using 120° sector-wound coils but the advantage here is less profound.

3.3 Complications in interpreting measured coïl-fluxes when a conducting wall is present

Interpreting measured fluxes and relating them to beam position and -current is complicated
compared to the simple case concerned in the preceding sections, because the electron beam is
surrounded by a conducting tube. Two important effects occur: Firstly the simple expressions for
the Fourier-components of the magnetic field (3.6) are no longer applicable. Secondly, since the
field modification is caused by skin currents in the conducting wall the effect depends on
frequency. For high frequencies the field is that of a current in a perfectly conducting tube. For
low frequencies the field modification disappears.

Both effects are dealt with in some detail in the following paragraphs.

3.3.1 The influence of an infinitely conducting wall on the magnetic field strength

In the calculations concerning the fluxes that are enclosed by different types of coils in the
preceding section, all fluxes were expressed in terms of Fourier-components of a Fourier series of
the magnetic Be field (3.4).

The magnetic field caused by a beam within a conducting tube can still be calculated using some
elaborate techniques and is given by (3.15) (for calculations, see appendix I). To use expression
(3.15) to calculate the coil signals it will be necessary to determine the Fourier-series in 8 of Be:
A virtually impossible task using analytical techniques, and most probably yielding too complica
ted expressions to be practical to use.

Therefore a far more simple approach has to be taken: Formula (3.16) gives the higher-order
Fourier-components (m >0), for the field on the inside of the wall when a (tube-form) conducting
wall is present ([Ekdahl, (6)] or [DeKoek, (2)], both after some manipulation). Formula (3.16)
applies to the situation of figure 3.3 when the wall is conducting and when the beam diameter is
infinitely smalI. As can be seen these components are simple enough to be used in practice, in fact
they don't differ much from the components without a wall (formula (3.6» except for the fact that
the higher-order Fourier-terms are twice as big with as without conducting wal1.

For the constant Fourier-term Be,o in the situation with a conducting wall present, the Be,o-term
from (3.6) can be used: When beam displacement is zero the field surrounding the beam is the
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same with and without tube (see appendix 1), so the term Be,o from (3.6) applies. Since the D
order Fourier-term is constant (doesn't depend on beam-position) this term also applies when the
beam is displaced within a condueting tube.

In (3.16) the term RlRw appears. It only appears since we have written .ö.lRw=.ö.IR·RlRw.

RIBe\- =
C

= _~~_(...;...P_+_l;....)2.;...{j__---...;.(P_+_l...;...)(=[x_-_0:....;;.]P_+_X_+_0:.;...)_c_os.;...(fJ.;...)__-----=
(P+ 1)2{j2 -2(P+1)([x-o:]P+x+o:){j cos(fJ) + ([x-0:]P+x+0:)2

(p-l)2{j -(P-l)([x-o:]P-x-o:) cos(fJ)

(p_l)2{j2 -2(P-l)([x-0:]P-x-0:){j cos(fJ) + ([x-0:]p-x-0:)2

P = 1 - X 2 - 2x0: - 0:
2

1 - X 2 + 2x0: - 0:
2

(3.15)

with:
0: = rl/Rw' normalized beam radius

(j = r/Rw , normalized position

x = d/Rw , normalized beam displacement

C = p.oI
2'7l"

B(S)
e,m

(3.16)

Both restrietions applying to (3.16) wiJl have consequences for the accuracy of the calculated
fluxes. Formula (3.16) gives the Fourier-components at the wall: In a practical situation coils
won't be exactly on the wall but somewhat inside to facilitate handling of the coils. Furthermore
(3.16) applies to a situation with an infinitely thin line current: In practice beam dimensions wiJl
not be infinitely small, however the beam wiJl be small compared to the tube (beam diameter 2 or
8 [mm] compared 10 a tube radius of 5 [cm] (see section 2.2». When the distanee between coils
and wall is kept smalI it is assumed that instead of the exact formula for the Be-field at the
position of the coils (3.15), the formula for the Be-field at the conducting wall can be used.

3.3.2 Complications caused by diffusion of the magnetic field in the conducting wall

In the previous section the conducting wall was assumed to be infinitely conducting. In practice
the electric conductivity of the metal wiJl be Iimited and this further complicates interpretation of
measured fluxes: Due to the Iimited conductivity the assumption of an infinitely conducting wall
only holds during a limited time after an alteration in the magnetic field just inside the walI.
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When the magnetic field on the inside of the wall alters (for instance due to an alteration in the

position of the electron beam) this alteration in magnetic-field strength will at first not penetrate
the metal of the wall: Eddy currents in the metal will prevent a change in flux in the metal. If the
metal would be truly infinitely conducting these eddy currents would be able to keep any magnetic
field out of the metal itself. Since the metal isn't infinitely conducting the (alteration in the)
magnetic field will start to penetrate the wall metal. Before the magnetic field penetrates the wall
material the situation corresponds to the situation of an infinitely conducting wall. When the field
has fully penetrated the metal wall the situation corresponds to a situation without a conducting
wall.

In each situation the magnetic field strength just inside the wall is given by different expressions
for the Fourier-components of the field «3.6) and (3.16) respectively). Furthermore, between the
point in time where the field just starts penetrating the wall metal and the point in time where the
field has fully penetrated the wall metal neither formula holds.

+

(A) (E)

Figure 3.6, Field sketch of the magnetic field surroun
ding the beam inside a metall tube

In order to estimate the importance of
this effect an estimation is needed for
the time that it takes an alteration in
magnetic field strength to penetrate the
metal wall. Figure 3.6(A) shows an
outline of the magnetic field Hnes when
a current inside a conducting tube is
off-centre. This situation occurs when
the electron beam moves off-centre:
The magnetic field lines become closer
together on the side where the beam
moves to and become less dense on the
opposite side of the tube. This field pattern can be thought of as being composed of the normal
cylindrical field surrounding the current as if there were no conducting wall present and a vertical
field caused by the shielding effect of the tube: figure 3.6(B).

This vertical field is the field that tends to penetrate the metal wall. The ratio between the
magnetic field inside and outside a conducting tube with p.r= 1 is given by [Kaden, formula (C15)
with xo=rol2]. From this formula the time constant Tw of the penetration of the metal by the
magnetic field can be calculated. Tw is defined as: Tw=1/wb' where wb is the circular frequency at
which the magnetic field strength outside the tube is 3[dB] lower (factor 1tV2) than inside the
tube. Formula (3.17) gives this Tw'

T =w
(3.17)

with: P.o = magnetic permeability of vacuum [H/m]
Rw = inner wall radius [m]
d = wall thickness [m]
p = specific resistance of the wall material [Om]

For a stainless steel tube (p.r= 1, p=O.72E-6 [Om]) with an inner diameter of 5 [cm] and a wall
thickness of 5 [mm], Tw = 218 [p.s]. So when in this example the variation in magnetic field
strength takes place weil within 200 [p.s] wall penetration will be small and the approximation of
an infinitely conducting tube can be used: the field-components of (3.16) apply. When the
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variations in magnetic field strength are much slower the components of formula (3.6) can be
used.

The situation becomes more complicated when a conducting tube is present with JLr> 1, so when
the shielding by eddy currents in the wall is enhanced by magnetostatic shielding. In this situation
the attenuation of the magnetic field is given by [Kaden, formula (C39)], but this expression is too
complicated to be easily related to a simple time-constant. Alternatively we can approximate the
field penetration using figure 3.7 that shows the attenuation ~ as a function of the ratio between
wall thickness and skin-depth. Attenuation as is defined as: as= In IHin/Hout I, where Hout is the
field outside the tube and Hin is the field inside the tube. The skin-depth at a given circular
frequency is given by (3.18).

~ = [ZP
JLW

(3.18)

The parameter P= I/JLr Rw/d.

6 8 IJfI
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Figure 3.7, Field-attenuation from a condueting cylinder, JLr >1, in
a transversal field ,[Kaden, fig. 51}

Figure 3.7 shows that when skin-depth is large compared to the wall diameter d (so when the field
fully penetrates the wall) the shielding-factor ~ becomes constant due to the magnetostatic
conductivity of the wall material. So when the wall has a magnetostatic conductivity larger than
one, the shielding of the magnetic field wiJl be higher than in the case of JLr=1.

For instanee: When an iron tube with an inner radius of 5 [cm] and a wall thickness of 5 [mm] is
employed (same dimensions as in the previous example), and JLr= 1000 we can see from figure 8.3
(P=O.OI) that even for an a1most statie magnetic field (0) > d) the ratio between outer and inner
field strength wiJl be é=55. So an iron tube with these dimensions wiJl shield the magnetic field
at least by a factor 55 and this increases still further when 0 gets smaller, so when w gets larger.

Knowing the lowest frequency-component of the applied magnetic field, it is possible to determine
the shielding of the tube and thereby deciding if the approximation with an infinitely conducting
tube, or without a conducting tube applies. When we for instanee assume that we have a pulsed
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experiment with a pulse duration of 10 [JLs}, the lowest field component in the frequency domain
will be in the order of 50 [kHz] (1/(2·lO[JLs))). Assuming again the described tube with 1J.r= 1000
(p=0.105E-6 [Om)) the skin-depth ó at this frequency will be 0.023 [mm]. So d/ó=216. Figure
3.7 shows that the ratio between the field inside and outside the tube will be bigger than
ell =60000. So in this case the approximation of an infinitely conducting wall can be used. When
experiment duration is approximately 200 ems] the lowest occurring frequency component will be
in the order of 2.5 [Hz] (1/(2·0.2[ms))). With the same tube surrounding the beam
d/ó=0.005/0.oo33 = 1.53 and using figure 3.7 we see that the attenuation will be approximately
the same as in the near-DC situation discussed previously.

A more precise solution when magnetostatie shielding of the tube is weak <JLr > 1 but small) and
slowly varying fields are involved, will be to Fourier-time-transform the measured fluxes: When
dealing with harmonie signals the concept of skin-depth (see for instance [Knoepfel, chapter 3))
can be used to formulate a criterion by whieh field-components (components in the sense of
dependency on frequency) that completely penetrate the metal can be distinguished from
components that do not penetrate the metal at all. Such an analysis in the frequency-domain then
has to be linked to beam displacements in the time-domain. This however will probably be very
complicated and no further attempt is made here to develop such a linkage.

So: The accuracy of the analysis developed in the preceding sections depends on wall thickness,
electric and magnetic conductivity of the wall material and the speed of variation of the magnetic
field caused by the beam.
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4 Design of the measurement system for use with FOM-FEM

4.1 Design of the coil system

Comparison of the responses of the 120° ooils and 84°/36° ooils, see section 3.2, shows that
84°/36° ooils are somewhat superior to 120° ooils because they are slightly more accurate in
determining beam position and -current when higher order Fourier terms are neglected. This
advantage will be small and measuring inaccuracy in measured ooil voltages will probably be
more important. Also, 84°/36° ooils will be more difficult to manufacture than 120° ooils. 50 it
was decided to use 120° sector wound ooils for the measuring system developed here.

4.1.1 Response of the coil system

coil1
/

Figure 4.1 shows asymbolic representation of both ooil sets that will be used.
The responses of these ooils expressed
in terms of enc10sed flux are calculated
in appendix 2. For design purposes it is
necessary to express the responses of
the coils in terms of voltages that can
be expected after integrating the ooil's
outputs.

coil3
/

n/6

-n/6

The differential voltage has contributi- '-...... coil4
ons due to displacement and due to
current variations. Formula (4.1) shows Figure 4.1, 120 0 eoil sets approximating a eosine
this effect. This voltage is integrated to wound eoil (left) and a sine wound eoil (right)
obtain cf! which can be used as a direct
measure for beam displacement.

v = deb(X,l)
dt

oeb dX oeb dl= - - +--
oX dt ol dt

(4.1)

The output of an ideal integrator is given by formula (4.2A). The relation between enc10sed flux
and ooil voltage is given by (4.2B).

Vout(t)

t' =t

- 1 * J Vin(t l ) dt l + Vin(t=O)
- l' t =0

(4.2A)

(4.2B)

When the input voltage of the integrator at t=O is zero (Vin(t=O)=O) and we substitute (4.2B) in
(4.2A) the relation between enc10sed flux and integrated output voltage becomes:

v = eb
l'

(4.3)

Formulas (A2.5), (A2.6), (A2.8) and (A2.9) (appendix 2) give the enc10sed fluxes by coils 1 to 4
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(see figure 4.1) as a function of the Fourier components of the magnetic field. Simply dividing
these formulas by the integration constant 7 yields the theoretical value of the integrated coil
voltages, provided that the flux concerned is a varying flux and that this variation is within the
operating range of the integrator used. Formulas (4.4) to (4.7) give integrated coil voltages.

7

7

V - cPenc1osed, 1 _
1 - 

7

RNA 2 M (c) 1 M (c) 1 M (c) 1 '3 (c)
[311" Bo,o + v3 BO,1 + 2v3Bo,2 - 4v3Bo,4 - sVJBo,5 + .....]

v. _ cPenc1osed,2 _
2 - 

7

RNA 2 M (c) 1 '3 (c) 1 M (c) 1 '3 (c)
[311" Bo,o - v3Bo,1 + 2vJBo,2 - '4v3Bo,4 + sVJBo,5 + .....]

V
3

= cPenc1osed,3 =
7

RNA 2 M (s) 1 M (c) 1 M (c) 1 M (s)
-- [-1I"BO0 + v3Bo 1 - -v3Bo 2 - -v3Bo 4 - -v3Bo 5 + .....]
73' , 2' 4' 5 '

V
4

= cPenc1osed,4 =
7

RNA 211" M (s) 1 M (c) 1 M (c) 1 M (s)
-- [-Bo 0 - v3Bo 1 - -v3Bo 2 - -v3Bo 4 + -v3Bo 5 + .....]

7 3' , 2' 4' 5 '

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Theoretical expressions for the relation between beam position and measured differential voltage
between the two coils of a set can be derived from formulas (A2.7) and (A2.1O) (appendix 2)
combined with (4.3). When all higher order terms are neglected (see for a discussion on this and
error estimation appendix 3) the expressions for differential voltage become:

VI - v.
2

= cPl - cP2 = R A N 2{3 B(C)
7 7 0,1

v: V cP3 - cP4 = RA N2 '3B(s)
3 - 4 = 7 7 VJ · 0,1

(4.8)

(4.9)

The theoretical expression for the relation between beam current and measured total coil voltage
can be derived from formula (A2.11) (appendix 2), again neglecting higher order terms:

(4.10)

In the preceding and furtheron it is assumed that the coil voltages are integrated for each coil
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separately using identical integrators with integration constant r. After integration the integrated
voltages can be added or subtracted to be used in (4.8) to (4.10).

All voltages have been expressed in terms of Fourier-components of the magnetic field. The final
step in actually relating beam position or current to measured voltages is to substitute the
expressions for the appropriate Fourier-components: In the situation without a conducting wall
these are given by (3.6), when a conducting wall is present (3.16) is applicable for higher-order
Fourier-terms (m> 0).

Relation between measured voltages and beam position, situation without a condueting waJl:

x= =
r(VI - V2)21r

A N 2{3Ilo!
(4.11)

y = (</>3 - </>4)27r =
A N {3Ilo!

r(V3 - V4)27r

A N 2{3Ilo!
(4.12)

Relation between measured voltages and beam position, situation with a conducting wall:

2
r(VI - V2)7rRw

R2 A N 2{3Ilo!
(4.13)

y=
2

(</>3 - </>4)7rRw

R 2 A N 2{3Ilo!
=

2
r(V3 - V4)7rRw

R 2 A N 2{3Ilo!

(4.14)

Relation between measured voltages and beam current, situation with and without conducting wall

I = 3(</> I +</>2 +</>3 +</>4) =
4ANIlo

3r (VI +V2 +V3+V4)

4ANIlo
(4.15)

with: X = displacement in the X-direction, normalized on R (X=x cosO)
Y = displacement in the Y-direction, normalized on R (Y = x sinO)
R = average radius of the coil former [m]
A = surface of one turn of a coil [m2]

N = winding density [turns/m]
Rw = radius of conducting or non-conducting wall [m]
r = integration constant [sj
Ilo = magnetic permeability of vacuum [A/m2]

The responses of (4.4) to (4.7) are obtained in the frequency range where the system has no
limitations in its response: In practice the integrator used will limit frequency range (see section
4.2) and the self-inductance of the measuring coils will cause a limitation in the high-frequency
response of the system.
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To transport the measured signals from the ooils to the integrators a ooaxial cable will be used.
This ooaxial cable will have to be terminated characteristically to prevent resonances on the cable
and this will result in a relatively low input-resistance of the integrator (50-100 0) loading the
ooil.Figure 4.2 shows the circuit oomposed of ooil and load.

The voltage source represents the induced voltage in the ooil,
the self-inductance L represents the self-inductance of the ooil
and the resistor R represents the load formed by the charac
teristically terminated transmission Hne (ooaxial cable).The
step-response at the load is given by (4.16).

+

v

(4.16) Figure 4.2, Schematic repre
sentation ofcoil and 1000

Figure 4.3 shows schematically the transfer function of the
circuit of figure 4.2. As can be seen the response of the
system will drop due to the coil's self-inductance above a
frequency determined by the ratio RIL. So to extend the
frequency response R should be high and L should be small.

In formulas (4.11) to (4.15) higher order Fourier-terms were
neglected. And when in practice coil voltages are integrated
and measured an inaccuracy in these measured voltages will
occur. In appendix 3 estimations are made on the influence of
neglecting higher order terms and the influence of inac
curacies in measured voltages (.1V = inaccuracy in measured
voltage). Again two situations have to be considered: with
and without conducting wall.

loglHOw)1 [dB]

o f------------,.

f-1/(27t)*R/L log(f)

Figure 4.3, Transfer function
ofcoil plus load R

Error estimation in beam position and -current, situation with conducting wal/:

RNA IJ I RI rO 3.46 Y_I
T7rR w Rw

1.1X,
X tot

I.1Y,
Y tot

(X2+y2)3 (.!!-)6 +
Rw

+ O.2(X2+ y2)2 (.!!-)5 + _~I_.1_V..:-1--::--
Rw I N A Jl.o I,

3T

1.11
1

< O.2(X2+y2)2 (.!!-)5 + _-,-I.1_V--,I_
I tot Rw IN A Jl.ol

13T
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Error estimation in beam position and -current, situation without condueting wa/I:

I~I < (X2+y 2)2 + (X2+ y2)3 +
X tot

+ 21.dV\ + 0.1(X2+y2)2 + I.dVI (4.20)

NA JL I INA JLo II 0 3.46 XI 3T I2T?r

I.dYI < (X2+ y2)2 + (X2+ y2)3 +
y tot

+ 21.dVI + 0.1(X2+ y2)2 + I.dVI (4.21)

NA JL I ,NAJLOI
1I 0 3.46 YI

2T?r 3T

I ~ll < 0.1(X2+y2)2 + _...:....1~_V-'-I____
I tot IN A JLol

l3T

(4.22)

4.1.2 Design of a practical ooil set

;.
'0 _

It was decided to construct each separate coil with 42
windings, resulting in a winding density N = 42/(27r/3 *
0.04)= SOl [windingslmeter]. The integrator developed
has an integration constant T of approximately 2.78 [JLs]
(see section 4.2).Using formula (4.4) the output voltage of Figure 4.4, Coil fomzer for detec-
one coil can be calculated when the beam is exactly cente- tion coils
red in the tube (X=O), (N=501 [windingslm],
A=4E-4[m2], T=2.78[Jls], 1= 12[A]):

V = N A 2 1r JLol = SOl·4E-4 ~1r 41rE-7 ·12 = 0.362[V]
T 3 21r 2.78E-6 3 27r

With regard to the dimensions of the diagnostics sections in FEM (see fig. 2.5, section 2.2) a coil
former has been designed as shown in figure 4.4. The former is too big to fit through the service
port indicated in figure 2.5 so when applied to FEM the former will have to be split in two
sections. This also prevents the possibility of winding all
four coils needed onto one former. This would have been
a preferred solution because it eases mutual alignment of
the coils. Therefore, for each coil-set a former as in figure
4.4 is needed. As can be seen the surface that will be
enclosed by one winding is 4 cm2.

So the integrated coil voltage with no beam displacement will be approximately 0.36 [V]. This is
weil above the expected noise floor of a few millivolts. (lt should be noted that to determine beam
position the difference of two voltages is taken that are almost of equal strength, so a high coil
output voltage is needed to ensure that this voltage difference will be weil above the noise floor.)
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The frequency response will be limited due to the self inductance of the coils. The self-inductance
of one coil can be calculated using [Grover,chapter 10, formulas (B) and (D)]. depending on coil
shape. With a coil of 42 tuens, on a coil foemer as in figure 4.4 the theoretical self-inductance will
be approximately 9 [JLH]. To limit the influence of this self-inductance the input resistance of the
integrator has to be chosen as high as possible. The value of this input impedanee is deteemined
by the coaxial cable used to transport the signal from coil to integrator: Commercially available
coaxial cables have a maximum characteristic impedance of 93 [0]. 50 it was decided to use a 93
[0] coaxial cable mak:ing the load of the coil: R=93 [0]. Now, using the response of formula
(4.16) the rise time of the system can be calculated. The rise time, defined as the time-span
between an output of 10% of the step-input and 90% of the step input, is 213 [ns], corresponding
to a -3 [dB]-point (figure 4.3) of 1.64 [MHz].

This rise time was considered the main design restriction for the coils since the time needed for
switching on the FEM electron gun is approximately 100 [ns] [Urbanus(1993)]. With a rise-time
of 200 [ns] the system will be able to follow beam rise time within reasonable close limits. Of
course a faster system response can be attained by lowering the number of tuens of the coils but
this will affect accuracy.

Knowing the system parameters it now is possible to estimate the theoretically attainable accuracy
using the coils to measure beam position and current; formulas (4.17) to (4.22). Table 4.1 lists the
inaccuracy in determining beam position in the X-direction (Y is similar) for three situation: When
Y-displacement is small (Y=0.125), when Y-displacement is large (Y=0.625) and in an
intermediate situation (Y =0.25).

Table 4. J, theoretical inaccuracies in determining beam position, ht= caused by
neglecting higher order terms, me=caused by measuring errors [% per [JmV] error],
tt= total inaccuracy (all inaccuracies in [%])

R=O.04[m] Y=O.12S (Y*R=S[mm» Y=0.25 (Y*R=10[mm»

X X*R conducting wall non--eond. wall <:onducting wan non-eond. wall
{nun]

ht me U ht me ti ht me tt ht me tt

.·()125 0.5 .01 21 21 .03 27 27 0.2 21 21 0.5 27 27

..,.. ,"
;0625 2.5 .02 4.5 4.5 .04 5.6 5.6 0.2 4.5 4.7 0.5 5.6 6.1

.

Q.l25 5 .05 2.4 2.5 .1 3.0 3.1 0.3 2.4 2.7 0.7 3.0 3.7

().25 10 0.3 1.3 1.6 0.7 1.6 2.3 0.8 1.3 2.1 1.9 1.6 3.5

R=O.04[m] Y =0.625 (X*R=25[mm])(worst case)

X X*R conducting wal) non-eond. wal)
{nun]

ht me tt ht me tt

·'A)125 0.5 9 21 30 23 27 50

;0625 .. 2.S 9 4.5 14 23 5.6 28.6

().125
5 ... ,.

10 2.4 12 25 3 28

0.25 .1 10 12 1.3 13 32 1.6 33.6

Table 4.2 lists the theoretical inaccuracy in measuring beam current in the same situations.
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Table 4.2, theoretical inaccuracies in determining beam currenr, ht= caused by
negleering higher order terms, me=caused by measuring errors [% per [lmV] error)],
tt= total inaccuracy (all inaccuracies in [%])

R=(l.04[m)

..

hl me . \tt

.04 .28 .32

.04 .28 .32

.06 .28 .34

.16 .28 .44

11

.38

.32

.31

.31

.28

.28

me

.28

.28

.1

.04

.03

.03

.....
.. •··· ...•.. conducting Wa1l oon'-ëond.. WIi1l

.28

.28

.29

.34.28

.28

.28

.28

11) ···ht "me ....t1 .•• >hl

.32 .06

.28 .28 3E-
3

.28 .28 4E-
3

.28 .34 .01

.28

Y==O;l25 (Y*R=5[mm])
..

conducting walt .···oon-CÓDd.wa1l

2E
-3

hl .... me

.04

3E
3

6E
3

5

100.25

>.Ql25

0+125 ..
I.·

R==().04[m) Y=0.625 (Y*R=25Imm])(wont case)

.0625 25

.0125 0,5 ...•.

conducting w&1l oon-cond. wall

me ti ht me tt

.28 1.3 1.5 .28 1.8

.28 1.3 1.5 .28 1.8

.28 IA 1.7 .28 2

.28 1.6 2 .28 2.3

ht

1.3

I.l5

100~25

0.125

As can be seen from table 4.2 the theoretically attainable accuracy in determining beam current is
in all practical situations better than 2.3 %, in most situations far better. The theoretieally
attainable accuracy in determining beam position depends strongly on the value of the beam
deviation as was to be expected: When X is small the output voltages of both coils in the set that
is used to determine X-position will be allmost the same. X-position is determined subtracting the
outputs of these coils (after integration) (see (4.11) and (4.13» and since both voltages are a1most
equal a measuring inaccuracy of just l[mV] can cause very large relative inaccuracies up to 50%
when X=0.0125. However, translating the figures of table 4.2 to absolute values shows: when
y ~5[mm]"""AX ~0.23[mm], y ~ lO[mm]......AX ~0.35rmm] and y ~25[mm] ......AX ~3.4[mm]. 50 in
most practical situations the accuracy in absolute terms will be much better than 0.35[mm].

4.2 Design or the integrator

The integrator for the output signaIs of the piek-up coils is a combination of an active integrator
for lower frequencies (less than a few hundred kilohertz) and a passive integrator for higher
frequencies.

This combination has been used extensively in the ' High-Voltage Technology and EMC '-group,
Department of Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology. The major advantage
of using a combination of an active and a passive integrator is that this provides a very robust
integrator in terms of EMC (ElectroMagnetic Compatibility). Furthermore, using a combination of
active and passive integrator, it is possible to attain a high bandwidth. The integrator used here
was first conceived in 1991 [Verbakel] and has been used since in the group. Modifications have
resulted in achieving integrator operation for frequencies up to 100 [MHz].
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This type of integrator has been mainly used in two designs: one type with a integration-constant T

of approximately 300 [p.s] and another type with a T of approximately 10 [JLs]. The lower the
integration-constant of the integrator, the higher the sensitivity will be as can be seen from
formula (4.1). For the low output signals of the piek-up coils an integrator with an integration
constant lower than 10 [JLs] was needed. The value of the integration-constant represents a trade
off between desired sensitivity on the one hand and on low-frequency performance on the other as
will be shown later. Therefore a value of T=2.5 [JLs] was chosen.

4.2.1 Theory

Figure 4.5 gives the circuit of the integrator. The passive part of the integrator consists of resis10r
Rl combined with capacitance Cl, buffered by IC4. This buffer determines the high-frequency
response and therefore has to be chosen with care. The active part of the integrator is formed by
IC2, RO and CO. To combine aetive and passive sections into a rea! integrator the parts R2, 1,
R2,2 and C2 are needed. Resistor R4 is needed 10 maintain stabIe operation of the active
integrator for DC input. IC3 again buffers the output of the active integrator. The outputs of both
the active and the passive part are added by means of the resistors RIl and R12. Together with
the characteristie impedance of 50 ohms from a coaxial cable connected to the output they form a
passive way of adding the two signaIs. It is essential therefore that the integrator is terminated
with a SO ohms load. Lastly ICI forms, combined with R3 and C3, an active offset compensati
on.

active integrator

R12
.---- ---------------------.i OUT

_______________________________________j--------------------------J

R 11
Passive integrator

'lt--+--+--~;::-;-+-----j

Po ..... r Supply

Figure 4.5. Circuit ofthe combined passive/active integrator

The total transfer-fimction H(jw) of the integrator is given by formula (4.23) (see for detailed
calculations [Verbakel]). The 'x' in this formula gives the ratio of R12 over RIl and thereby
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indicates the ratio by which the two output signals are added.

If the second term in the right part of formula (4.23) is equal to one the transfer function of the
integrator changes to the simple expression (4.24).

(4.24)

(4.25)

~ 1

So the effective integration-constant T is equal to RoCo(l +2.6x).

Maldng the second term in the right part of formula (4.23) equal to one gives restrictions for
component values as given by expressions (4.25).

RlClx =
RoCo

Using formulas (4.24) and (4.25) the component values of the integrator can be calculated. The
components of the control loop designed to suppress DC offset in the active integrator have to
meet the restrictions indicated by the expressions (4.26) to function properly [Lemmens].

R;
I

Rs +R6

(4.26)

This control loop causes a Iimitation in the low frequency response of the integrator: Below
(3dB= 1I(41l"R4CO) (break frequency) the frequency response of the integrator drops with 40
[dB/decade] (viewed from high to low frequency). This shows why the earlier mentioned trade-off
exists between a large sensitivity and thus a small value of T on the one hand and on the other
hand a good low-frequency response: In order to obtain a low break frequency the value of the
product R4CO has to be very high. ~ can't be made infinitely high because of the necessary
stability of the integrator circuit of IC 2. Furthermore the value of capacitor Co is determined by
the wanted value of the integration constant T in the transfer-function of formula (4.24). On the
other hand, to obtain a high sensitivity the value of T has to be low so the value of Co has to be
low.
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4.2.2 Dimensioning

In order to minimize the influence of stray capacitances and inductances the lay-out of the passive
part of the integrator has to be developed with great care. For this reason the passive integrator is
housed in a specially machined housing using a lay-out that by experience gained in the High
Voltage and EMC-group minimizes these unwanted effects (see for instance [Van der Laan] for
the philosophy behind these measures). Drawings and explanation of housing and lay-out are given
in section 4.2.3.

It should be noted that with the lay-out of the passive integrator used here it is not possible to
reach operation at frequencies of up to 100 [MHz]: Using a more sophisticated lay-out employing
a feed-through capacitor (Cl) and a distributed resistance (Rl) this can be achieved. Because the
coil response is limited to a few MHz (see section 4.1.1) an integrator with a much lower
maximum frequency response and of a simpier construction can be used.

Despite measures to reduce the influence of parasitic capacitances the passive integrator consisting
of Rl and Cl is the most difficult to realize so this part has been chosen the starting-point of
dimensioning the integrator.

The value of x from (4.25) was chosen equal to one. From (4.24) it follows that when a Teffective

of 2.5 Ils is wanted the value of the product Ro,Co has to be equal to approximately 700 ns. Since
x= 1 the product of R(C I should have the same value (4.25). Another consideration is the fact
that the input of the integrator should be matched to the coaxial cable that is used to feed the
signal from the pick-up coils to the integrator. For reasons of frequency response of the coils the
input impedance was chosen to be 93 ohms. In order to maintain this input impedance as close as
possible to 93 ohms (resistor R7), resistor Rl has to be sufficiently large, 1800 ohms in our case.
Cl then theoretically has to have a value of approximately 388 pF.

A passive integrator using these component values was build and the integration-constant of this
part was determined by measuring the effective values of Rl and Cl using a automatic bridge
measuring device. It then turned out that the measured value of Cl was 70 pF too high. Apart
from stray capacitances this is caused by some 20 centimeters of coaxial cable that is used to make
the connection between the junction of Rl/Rio/Cl and the input of the active integrator, resistor
R2•2. Therefore the value of Cl was reduced to four times 82 pF in parallel giving a total value of
328 pF. Together with the measured extra capacitance of 70 pF this results in an effective value
of Cl of 398 pF. (Later consultation learned that in the original design the coaxial cable was
placed between resistors R2•1 and R2•2: R2,2 has a value of several kilo-ohms thus limiting the
influence of the capacitance of this cable by , separating , Cl from the cable-capacitance.)

The value of the product R(C I is now approximately equal to 0.72 Ils. The value of the product
Ro'Co which hardly depends on lay-out considerations but is determined simply by component
values can be matched to this.

A full parts-list with the appropriate settings of adjustable components is given in appendix 5.

4.2.3 The integrator-housing

Figure 4.6 shows the housing of the passive integrator. It is machined out of brass. (For detailed
drawings see appendix 7.) A 75 ohms BNC-connector forms the input of the integrator (right).
The use of a 93 ohms connector is preferred for matching the 93 ohms cable but it was not
available. Direct on the inside the matching-resistor R7 is placed, built of four symmetrically
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four symmetrically arranged
resistors, forming the
cable-termination (R7)

Resistor Rl

output passive
integrator

four symmetrically
arranged capacitors.
forming Cl

brass housing

BNC-connector
(input)

Figure 4.6, Housing of the passive integrator

arranged 390 ohms, low-inductance, resistors forming a low inductance cable termination. Then
resistor RI follows. Integrating-capacitor Cl is composed of four symmetrically arranged
capacitors adding up to 328 [pF]. The symmetrical arrangement helps limit parasitic self
inductance. The buffer for the passive integrator is mounted directlyon top as shown in figure
4.7.

coaxial cables,
1: to active integrator (input)
2: from active integrator (output)
3: to overall output buffer-board of passive

integrator

here active and
passive
integrated
signals are added

Figure 4. 7, Passive integrator in housing together with
buffer

On the buffer-board the signals of the active and passive integrator parts are added. This is done
to make the path of the high-frequency signal-components (coming out of the passive integrator
part) as short as possible.

Figure 4.8 shows the complete integrator assembly. The active integrator part is housed in abrass
tube with an outer diameter of 90 [mm] and a length of approximately 20 [cm] that is fitted on the
passive-integrator housing (' 1 '). This tube is closed at the other end by a lid (' 3 ')(for a detailed
drawing, see appendix 7). On this lid a board with the voltage stabilizing circuitry is fitted. The
voltage-regulators are mounted directlyon the lid to function as a heat-sink. Three 6[mm]-posts
are mounted for power-supply and a 50 ohms BNC-connector transports the output signal.
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paSS iv~

intE'grator

buff .. r
passiv ..

intE'grotor
(board)

00' f;;\
\!!:J

p.c .b. oe t iv~

inteogrator

Figure 4.8, Total integrator-assembly

4.2.4 Testing the integrator and determining Terrective

digital
EMC- cabinet osc111oscopeThe output of a sine generator is connected to the

input of the integrator via capacitor e of 1.5 p,F,
used to decoupJe De offsets.

The input of the integrator is bypassed by aresistor
of 110 ohms. This is necessary to match the instru
ments (50 ohms) to the integrator input-impedance
of 93 ohms. This 110 ohms resistor was composed
of two symmetricaJly placed metaJ-fiJm resistors. Figure 4.9, Measurement set-up to deter
For measurements at frequencies beJow 2 kHz the mine the integration constant T

110 0 resistor was removed and an attenuator was
inserted in the circuit as shown. This was necessary because of the very high sensitivity of the
integrator for low frequencies. The output of the integrator is terminated with a 50 ohms load at
the input of the osciJIoscope. The frequency of the input signaJ is measured using a frequency
counter (' f ')(a list of the instruments used is given in appendix 6).

Some simpJe tests were performed to check the behavior of the integrator. These included a check
on the expected 90° fase-shift using a sine input-signaJ and comparing in- and output signaJs on an
osciJIoscope, feeding a square wave to the integrator and checking the resuJting ramp output
voltage and feeding a differentiated square wave to the input and checking whether after
integration the originaJ square-wave corresponds to the output signaJ. (Differentiating the square
wave input is easily done by connecting a smalJ capacitor in series with the input signaJ. This
capacitor has to have a vaJue at which the high-pass filter that is formed by this capacitor and the
input-impedance of the integrator has a break-frequency (-3[dB]-point) much higher than the
frequency of the ground-wave of the applied square wave.) To measure the effective vaJue of the
integration-constant T the measuring circuit of figure 4.9 was used.

r-----------~:__::-.......,
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From the data gathered by measuring in- aod output voltages in the frequency-raoge from 0.35 Hz
10 19 MHz the value of T cao be determined: Formula (4.1) gives the integrator output voltage as
a function of time for a general input voltage. When the input signal is a sine the output will also
be a sine and formula (4.28) applies.

=> T = 'V;n,peak-peak (4.27)

27rf Vout,peak-peak

So when the ratio between input- and output voltage is known at a given frequency, T cao be
calculated at that frequency. Figure 4.10 gives the measured transfer-function as a function of
frequency while figures 4.11 and 4.12 give Tcffectivc as a function of frequency.
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: : : -..: : : : :......... ~ : - ~ ..... ...•;.. - -:- - . ~ : : -
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· . . . . . . .· . . . . . . .
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0.1

frequency (Hz]

Figure 4.10, Measured transfer function of the integrator

As can be seen from figure 4.10 the frequency-response of the integrator is almost ideal from
about 1.5 [Hz] up to a frequency of approximately 10 [MHz]. Above 10 [MHz] the response
drops very rapidly deviating from the theoretically expected lIf-response. This is caused partly by
parasitic capacitances and inductances in the passive part of the integrator but also by the (in
practice) limited bandwidth of the applied buffer (LH0033, alternatively the EL2031 from Elantec,
which has a bandwidth of 550 [MHz], will improve the h.f. response considerably). At the low
frequency side the amplification drops below approximately 1.5 [Hz] as was expected, because of
the active offset electronics that prevent amplification of De components in the input signal.

The values of T calculated from the measured transfer-function as given in figure 4.11 aod 4.12
show that the effective value of T is approximately 2.78 ILs up to a frequency of about 100 kHz.
This value corresponds within 7% with the expected value of 3.6 X 0.72 ILs = 2.6 ILS (see section
4.2.2). For frequencies below 80 Hz the value of T rises to 3.9 ILS for f= 10 Hz. This is caused by
the increasing influence of the low frequency servo-system that has a break frequency of
approximately 1.5 [Hz]. The rise of T from 100 kHz to approximately 320 kHz may be caused by
amismatch between active aod passive integrator: In theory at f=223 kHz the passive integrator
takes over from the active one. Above 2 MHz T drops to a value of approximately 2.6 ILS at
6MHz which corresponds to the expected T of the passive integrator that has taken over from the
active integrator at these frequencies. Above 6 MHz the value of T rises again and exceeds 3 ILS at
a frequency of about 9 MHz.
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Figure 4.11, measured Teffective' solid=measured,
*= lower accuracy limit
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Figure 4.12, measured T effective' solid=measured, +=upper accuracy limit,
*= lower accuracy limit

The deviation from the expected value of 7 of 2.6 J.LS is within 10% for the frequency-range
between 30 Hz and 8 MHz. For frequencies below 30 Hz the deviation increases up to 100% at
f= 6 Hz. This is partly caused by the limited measuring-accuracy at lower frequencies. For
frequencies above 10 MHz the value of 7 increases progressively· due to rapid drop in the transfer
function.

-Specifialtions integrator:
7effective= 2.6- 3.1 J.LS (2.78J.Ls + 10%/-3%) in the frequency-range: 20 Hz- 9 MHz
7average = 2.78 J.Ls in the frequency-range: 20 Hz- 9 MHz
Zin = 97 ohms
Zout = 50 ohms
Vout max = + /- 10 Volts
Noise-Ievel = +/- 1 mV
Output-offset = + 4.75 mV
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5 Testing of the beam position and eUITent detection system

S.l Measurement set-up

To determine the accuracy of the system measurements have been performed. The test circuit that
has been build is shown in figure 5.1.

digitd
EMC - cabinet oscilloscope

integrator
'-----

coils rod
current
probe

Figure 5.1, Set-up jor testing the position and current measurement
system

The 12[A] electron beam is simulated using a 12[A]-, 50[Hz]-current that is led through a small
brass rod with a length of approximately l[m} and a diameter of 5[mm}. The (effective value) of
the current corresponds to the beam current and the diameter of the brass rod corresponds within
reasonable limits to the beam diameter (2-8[mm), see section 2.2). Arealistic movement of the
rod compared to the movement of the electron beam is not possible so it was decided to use an
alternating current to create a varying coil-flux. A frequency of 50[Hz} was selected because this
made creating a current of 12[A} easy. To study the effect of a conducting tube surrounding the
coils (the vacuum tube of the beam line) a piece of tube can be put around the coils as shown in
figure 5.1.

The brass rod can be positioned at any place between the coils and while the rod is fixed at a
chosen position the integrated coil voltages corresponding to this position can be measured. We
used the integrator described in section 4.2, integrating one coil's signal at a time. Simultaneously
the current-strength was measured using a current-probe. All voltages were measured using a
digital storage oscilloscope (see for a list of the instruments used, appendix 6). Integrator and
oscilloscope were placed in an EMC-cabinet to prevent measurement errors due to common-mode
currents and other EMI-influences.

Due to the symmetry of a coil set in the horizontal and vertical planes measurements performed
on only one 120° coil yield sufficient information for determining the response of a complete
system composed of four coils. However, to reduce the influence of possible random errors in the
construction of the coils it was decided to perform measurements on one complete set.
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The trajectories between the coils along
which measurements were performed
are shown in figure 5.2. These trajec
tories are positioned at intervals of 30°
aod along each trajeetory the
(integrated) voltages of both coils were
measured. This way of establishing
measurement-points was adopted
because it enables easy aod precise
measurement of the current's position.

180D_......__--?~--'-----1_-o· X
----;,.

Figure 5.2, Trajectories along which measurements
were performed

(5.1)

5.2 Measurements performed without a conducting wall present

5.2.1 Measured coil voltages

The theoretical coil voltages are given by formulas (4.4) aod (4.5). When the Fourier-coefficients
of the magnetic induction according to (3.6) are substituted formulas (5.1) aod (5.2) are obtained
(Fourier-terms with order > 2 are neglected):

V coi/1 = NA J1.0I [~7f + {3 X cos(Jo + {3 x 2 cos2 (Jo]
'T 27f 3 2

NA J1.oI 2 r:: {3 2
V coil2 = --- [_7f - y3 x cos(Jo + - X coS2(Jo]

'T 27f 3 2
(5.2)

Figure 5.3 shows measured aod theoretical coil voltages for measurements along the trajectory
0°/180°. The coil voltages are normalized on l[A] to eliminate the influence of variations in
current-strength. Also the ratio of measured aod theoretical coil voltage is shown. As cao be seen
measured coil voltages are higher than their expected values: For coil 1 the average ratio between
measured aod theoretical voltage is 1.24 and for coil 2 this figure is 1.28.

These differences between theoretical aod measured coil voltages cao not be caused by measurem
ent-errors: Integrator noise-Ievel is +/- 1 [mV] (see section 4.2.4). Together with a measuring
error of 0.5 [mV] this results in a maximum error in measured voltage of 1.5[mV] (integrator
offset is eliminated because peak-peak values of ao alternating voltage were measured). This error
occurs when 1= 12[A]: normalizing on 1 [A] yields a voltage error of 1.5/12= 0.125 [mV/1A].
The error in measured current is only 0.03% aod cao therefore be neglected. The error in fixed
current-position is +/- 1 [mm] corresponding to äX= 1140= 0.025. Neither of these figures cao
explain the observed deviation in voltage by approximately 25%.

In (5.1) aod (5.2) higher order Fourier-terms have been neglected. This cao not be the cause of
the observed voltage difference because its ratio is almost independent of X: Neglecting these
terms should cause an error of approximately zero when X=O.
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Figure 5.3, Measured ('+') and theoretical ('. ') coil voltages and their ratio ('-'), along
trajectory:Ooll80°,normalized on 1 [A], (a): coill, (b): coil 2

The remaining explanation for higher sensitivity of the coils is that the surface enclosed by the
coil windings is larger than expected. This is due to the fact that in previous calculations the
dimensions of the wire used to wind the coils were neglected. However, the wire's thickness is
O.5[mm] and it is surrounded by a 0.25[mm] thick insulation. Furthermore, one half of each coil
is wound directlyon the former in one direction, while the other half is wound backwards (but
with the same winding-sense!) to make both coil ends meet at the same place. This winding back
causes the wire to cross the previously laid windings of the first half of the coil thereby enclosing
a larger surface.

10

Figure 5.4, detail-outline of the coil-windings on the coil
former (all dimensions in [mm])

40

layer 1

layer 2

An estimation of the extra enclo
sed surface is made using the
outline of figure 5.4. The surface
enclosed by the first half of the
winding (wound directlyon the
former) now is: Areal =
(40 +2'0.25)*(10 +2· O. 25) = 425
[mm2]. The second half of the
winding also encloses this surface
plus the extra surface caused by
crossing the wires of the first half
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(on outer and inner side of the coil former). Using figure 5.4: Area2=425[IllIl1]+2*(20.5·1.25
+2*(lh·1.25·10»= 497[mm2]. The average enc10sed area is: A,average=(425+497)/2=461
[mm2]. This is 15% more than the coil former cross-section surface of 400 [mm2]. In this
calculation other effects that enlarge the enc10sed surface, such as bending of the wire around
corners, are not taken into account. So the roughly 25% higher sensitivities of the coils can be
explained by a larger enc10sed surface A in formulas (5.1) and (5.2), and it was decided to correct
the theoretical coil voltages by factors 1.24 and 1.28 for coils land 2 respectively.

Plots of measured and theoretical coil voltages (with the theoretical coil voltages corrected by a
factor 1.24 for coil 1 and 1.28 for coil 2) are shown in appendix 8. These plots show:
-for -Q.l<X<O.1 (-4[mm] <X'R<4[mm]): deviation between theoretical and measured voltages

is within 5%
-for v(X2+ y2) < 0.5, (V(X2+ y2)'R < 20[mm]): deviation between theoretical and measured

voltages is within 8%

5.2.2 Determining current-position and -strength from measured ooit voltages

Using formula (4.11) the normalized position X can be determined from the measured coil vol
tages, while formula (4.15) (with R=Rw) relates current-strength and coil voltages. In both
formulas the value for enc10sed surface A has to be corrected using the factors found in section
5.2.1. Figures 5.5 to 5.8 show calculated position (in [mm]) as a function of real current-position
together with the respective inaccuracy-intervals. Inaccuracy of the positioning system is + /
l[mm] (inaccuracy in radial displacement x, see figure 5.2, inaccuracy in 8 is neglected). The
inaccuracy in calculated X-position is given by (4.20) with I~VI :S;1.5[mV] (l[mV] integrator
noise + 0.5 [mV] measuring-error, the constant integrator offset is eliminated because the peak
peak values of an alternating voltage were measured) and A=1.25*4E-4 [mm2]. The x-y
trajectories for which these figures apply are given in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.5, Calculated versus real position, trajectory:Oo/180° (seefig. 5.2)
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Figure 5.6, Calculated versus rea! position, trajectory:3001210° (seefig. 5.2)
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Figure 5.7, Calculated versus real position, trajectory:60°1240° (see fig. 5.2)
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Figure 5.8. Calculated versus real position, trajeetory: 9(JO1270° (see fig. 5.2)
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In figure 5.5 the calculated values of X correspond within the measuring-accuracy to the real
values of X, so agreement along the most sensitive path between the coils is good. Figure 5.6
shows the situation for the trajectory 30°1210°. Here a consistent deviation between calculated and
real position of + 1.7 [mm] that lies outside the measuring-accuracy is present. This deviation may
be caused by a misalignment of the coil set: The relative accuracy of the fixed positions (between
measuring points) is within +/- l[mm] but the absolute accuracy may be somewhat lower, partly
due to neglecting inaccuracy in fixed value of () (figure 5.2). This idea is supported by the fact
that the deviation is consistent over the whole range: when all points were Jowered by 1.7 [mm]
almost all measurement points would He at their expected positions within their measuring
accuracy.

Figure 5.7 shows measurements along the trajectory 60°1240°. Here also a consistent deviation of
approximately +2[mm] is present that does not He within measuring-accuracy. This may again be
explained by a misalignment of the coil set and shifting all points 2[mm] downward would yield
agreement within the accuracy shown. Lastly, figure 5.8 shows measurements along the trajeetory
90°/270°: this is the most insensitive trajectory because in all cases X is approximately zero, so
the coil voltages shouJd canceJ each other. As the figure shows, agreement is not very good:
calculated positions range from + 1.45[mm] to +2.85[mm]. This is well outside the measurement
accuracy. The centre of the distribution of points is at approximately +2.2[mm] so may be caused
by an absolute inaccuracy in coil alignment.

Figures 5.9 to 5.11 show calculated current versus position. All measured voltages were nor
malized on a current of I[A] so the current-strength calculated from these coil voJtages should
yield I[A]. Measurements were performed with only one coil set. The voltages of the necessary
second coil set were simulated by using measured voJtages of this one set when the current
position was rotated by 90 0. This is why there are only three plots shown: These show all
available information.

Using formula (4.22) the inaccuracy in calculated current can be determined: tiV now is 1.5 [mV]
(1 [mV] noise + 0.5 [mV] measuring inaccuracy, integrator offset is eHminated because peak
peak values of an alternating voltage were measured). This yields inaccuracies of til=+/- 3.3
[mA] for X=O to til = +/- 9.6 [mA] for the maximum value of X in each plot. The inaccuracy in
fixed radial position is tix = + /- 1[mm]. As figures 5.9 to 5.11 show, calculated current-strength
is in all cases well within these accuracies. The maximum deviation in calculated current from the
expected value of I[A] is in all situations within 1.6% and when lXI <4[mm] 1til I <2%0.
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Figure 5.9, Calculated current-strength versus position, trajeetory: 0°1180° (see fig. 5.2)
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Figure 5.10 Calculated current-strength versus position. trajeetory: 30°/210° (see fig. 5.2)
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Figure 5.11, Calculated current-strength versus position, trajeetory: 6fr/240° (seefig. 5.2)

5.3 Measurements performed with a conducting wall present

To determine the influence of an infinitely conducting wall (simulating the tube surrounding the
electron beam) an iron tube with a length of approximately O.5[m] was fitted around the coils.
Because no tube with an inner diameter of 10 [cm] (the diameter of the vacuum tube, see section
2.2) was available a tube with an inner diameter of 11[cm] was used.

To simulate infinite conductivity at SO [Hz] a wall thiekness of 10 [mm] is sufficient: Because a
SO [Hz] harmonie current is applied the magnetie field will also be harmonie with a frequency of
SO [Hz] and the concept of skin-depth can be used: The skin-depth of the metal at SO [Hz] can be
calculated using formula (3.17). When we assume that #-te=SOO (not exactly known) and
p=O.lOSE-6 [Om], ö=l [mm]. Now using figure 3.7 we can estimate the ratio between the
magnetic field inside and outside the tube: d/ö=lO, P==O.01, so ëts== 11, this means that the ratio
between the field inside and outside the tube is elI =60,000. So this tube shields the magnetie
field sufficiently to approximate an infinitely conducting tube at SO [Hz] and this will be even
more so when #-te is larger than SOO which may be expected.

5.3.1 Measured coil voltages

The approximate theoretical coil voltages are given by formulas (4.4) and (4.S). When the
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(5.4)

Fourier-coefficients of the magnetic induetion according to (3.16) are substituted we obtain
formulas (5.4) and (5.5) (Fourier-terms with order> 2 are neglected):

V - RNA J,J.oI [.!71 + r:; x~ cos(Jo + 13 (x~)2 cos2(Jo]
coil1 - -7'- 7lR

w
3 V,j Rw ""2 Rw

V coil2 (5.5)

Using the symmetry of the coils mentioned earlier, measurements were performed only along the
trajectories 0°/180°,30°,60° and 90°/270°, see figure 5.2. These measurements yield all
information necessary to construct the coil responses for all quadrants of figure 5.2.

Figure 5.12 shows measured coil voltages together with the theoretical coil-voltages calculated
using (5.4) and (5.5). The correction on enclosed surface A according to section 5.2.1, was used
calculating the theoretical coil voltages.
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Figure 5.12, Measured ('+ ') and theoretical ('*') coi! voltages and their ratio ('-'),
trajectory:O°1180°, normalized on 1 [A], (a): coi! 1, (b): coi! 2
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As figure 5.12 shows there is poor agreement between measured and theoretical coil voltages. The
ratio between measured and calculated voltages is not constant and therefore can not be caused by
errors in the value of a constant in formulas (5.4) or (5.5). The reason for this poor agreement
lies in the approximation for the magnetic field at the position of the coils. As pointed out in
section 3.3.1 the magnetic field-strength at the position of the coils was approximated by the
magnetic field-strength directlyon the inside of the metal wall. Since the coil radius is only 80%
of the wall radius a difference between theory and measurement is inevitable

Appendix 9 shows all measurements performed with a conducting tube present and in all
measurements the mentioned effect occurs. Only on the trajectory 90°/270° the ratio of measured
and theoretical voltage is constant but this can be explained by the symmetry of the coils.

5.3.2 Experimental relation between current-position and measured coil voltages and
determining current-strength from measured coil voltages

Since agreement between theoretical and measured coil voltages is poor it is not possible to use
the theoretical formula (4.13) for exactly relating beam position to measured coil voltages.
However, the voltage difference between two coils can be related experimentally to current
position. Furthermore, (4.13) suggest that the relation between differential coil voltage and
position should be a straight line. Figures 5.13 to 5.16 show the differential voltage Vcoill-Vcoi12
versus position together with the accuracy-intervals: 1i.V= +/-1.5[mV/12A], 1i.x= +/- 1[mm].
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Figure 5.13, DifJerential voltage VcoilrV coil2 versus position, trajectory:OoIlBO° (see fig.
5.2)
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Figure 5.14, DifJerential voltage VcoilrVcoil2 versus position, trajectory:30° (see fig. 5.2)
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Figure 5.15, Differential voltage VcoilrVcoil2 versus position, trajeetory:60° (see fig. 5.2)
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As figures 5.13 to 5.16 show, it is still possible to relate differential coi! voltage to current
position within reasonable Iimits: Again in the most sensitive direction along the x-axis (direction
0°1180°) the differential voltage at X=0 is closest to zero. In the other directions the differential
voltage deviates further from the theoretical zero voltage at X=O. Especially along the trajectory
90°1270° there is a large variation in differential voltages but this was expected since this is the
least accurate axis of the coi! set.

Using (4.14), the theoretical relation between position and differential coil voltage, we find a
constant slope of 1.65 [Vlm] at 1= I[A] (corrected for the larger enclosed surface A). The slope
of figure 5.13 is approximately 1 [Vlm]. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 give 1.1 [Vlm] and 0.9 [Vlm]
respectively. So the experimental gradients are approximately 0.61 times the theoretical value and
this number can't be related in a simple way to e.g. R/Rw•

Formula (4.15) gives the theoretically derived expression for the current I as a function of the
added coi! voltages. This current-strength calculated with this formula should correspond c10sely
to the actual value of I since in deriving (4.15) no approximations on the magnetic field-strength
were used.

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show calculated current versus position. The accuracy-interval here ranges
from: ~I= +1-3.3 [mA] for X=O to ~I= +1-9.6 [mA] for the maximum value of X (see section
5.2.2) in each plot, and ~x= +I-l[mm].
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Figure 5.18, Calculated current-strength versus position, trajectory:3001210° (seefig. 5.2)

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show that the calculated current-strengths are within these accuracies.
The maximum deviation in calculated current from the expected value of 1 [A] is within 0.9% in
both cases and when IX I< 12[mm] the calculated current corresponds within 3%0 with the
expected value of 1 [A].
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations

A system has been designed that can be used to determine the position and current-strength of an
electron beam of approximately 12 [A].

Experiments have shown that the theoretically derived relations between current-position (beam
position) and integrated coil voltages, and between current-strength (beam current) and respective
voltages, give a good description, when na metallic wall surrounds the coils. In this situation the
experimentally determined accuracy in position detection in the X-direction is (Y is completely
analogous):
- I~ I~ 2.85 [mm] for IX I~ 20 [mm] and IY I~ 20 [mm] (theoretically: I~ I~ 1.3 [mm])
- I~ I~ 2 [mm] for IX I~ 20 [mm] and IY I~ 17.5 [mm] (theoretically: I~ I~ 1.3 [mm])
- I~ I~ l[mm] for IX I~ 20 [mm] and IY I == 0 [mm] (theoretically: I~ I ;S;; 0.23 [mm])

Probably a higher accuracy can be reached: The accuracy of the measurement system employed is
not high enough to verify the (higher) theoretically attainable accuracy.

The experimentally determined accuracy in measuring current-strength, without a conducting wall
present, is better than 1.6% (theoreticaIly 2 %) for IX I~ 20 [mm] and IY I~ 20 [mm] and better
than 1.6%0 for lXI < 4[mm] and IY! < 7 [mm].

In the situation with a conducting wall surrounding the coils, the developed theoretical description
of the relations between current-position and the measured integrated coil voltages does not agree
very weIl with the experimentally determined relations. This is caused by the fact that the
magnetic field-strength at the position of the coils is approximated by the field strength on the
inside of the waIl: When smalI coils are fitted directlyon the walt this approximation will hold but
with the designed coils this approximation is not accurate enough. A more precise description can
in principle be developed but will most probably yield relations that are very complicated to use.

The theoretical relation between added coil voltages and beam-current, with a conducting wall
present, corresponds weIl with measurements. The experimentaIly determined accuracy is better
than 9%0 for lXI <20[mm] and IYI ==O[mm] and better than 3%0 forv'(X2+y2)< 12 [mm].

In the situation without a conducting walt present the position-detection accuracy is suited for use
with FEM: The most difficult situation concerned here is passing a beam with a diameter of 2
[mm] through a hole with a width of 10 [mm] (see chapter 2). This requires an accuracy better
than 4 [mm]. The system designed reaches an experimentally determined accuracy of 2 [mm]
when displacement in bath directions is less than 17.5 [mm]. Most likely the actual accuracy is
still better, but the accuracy of the experimental set-up is toa limited to verify this.

The accuracy reached in experimentally determining current-strength is not high enough with
regard to the demands: The expected current-Ioss along the beam line is 10-20 [mA] (see chapter
2). When displacement is smalI (V(X2+ y 2) < 12[mm]), as will be the case in most situations,
accuracy is better than 3%0 corresponding with IAlI < 35 [mA] when 1= 12 [A]. Ta be able to
measure fractions of the 10-20 [mA] current-Ioss a higher accuracy is needed. The experimentally
determined accuracy for larger beam displacements is lower: up to 1.6%, corresponding to 190
[mA] when 1= 12[A].

The description with a conducting waIl present will only hold when the alterations in the magnetic
field-strength and thereby the motion of the electron beam will be much faster than the diffusion
time of the magnetic field through the wall material. When the variation in magnetic field strength
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is much faster than the diffusion time of the field through the wall (so when beam motion is much
faster than diffusion time) it is possible to experimentally determine a simple (approximately
linear) relation between beam position and integrated coil voltages for beam displacements smaller
than 20 [mm] in X- and Y-direction, as has been shown. Accuracy here will be mainly limited by
the accuracy by which this experimentaI relation is established. Slow movements ('slow' as
compared to the diffusion time) of the beam can only be related to coil signals when this
movement is much slower than the diffusion time. For the intermediate situation a description can
possibly be developed where the coil signals are analyzed in the frequency-domain. This wiJl
probably lead to very complex and time consuming signal processing and most likely will not be
suited for real-time position detection. The beam current, however, can in all cases be related to
the coil voltages using the theoretically derived expression, almost independently of position as
indicated above.

The time response of the system is determined by the self-inductance of the coils: Theoretically
the rise time of the system developed is approximately 200 [ns].

With regard to the foregoing the following recommendations are made:

- When applying the system designed, the coils should, whenever possible, not be surrounded by a
conducting wall unless experiment duration is short (duration much smaller than the
diffusion time of the magnetic field through the walt material). When the experiment
duration has the same order of magnitude as the time it takes the magnetic field to diffuse
through the conducting wall the relations between beam position and coil voltages will
alter during the experiment thus interfering with position detection. The diffusion time can
be manipulated by wall-material and -thickness so alternatively a tube can be chosen that
limits the influence of this diffusion time.

- When applying the system while the coils are surrounded by ametal walI a complete calibration
should be performed since theoretical descriptions are not accurate enough.

- Tests of the accuracy of the system in detecting current-position should be performed with a
more precise positioning set-up than used here: Theoretical analysis suggests better
accuracies can be reached than have been determined here.

- Accuracy can be improved by limiting the influence of integrator offset and -noise. Offset can be
filtered-out completely because of its De character and hf noise can be Iimited by
filtering-out signals that lie outside the system's frequency response.

- Accuracy can be improved by placing the coils c10ser to the beam: The signal strength will
become larger, improving accuracy. The relation between beam-position and coil voltages
then has to be determined experimentally and might be less dependent on field diffusion.

- Either time-response/frequency-response or accuracy can be improved by using an integrator
with a lower integration constant r: When r= 1 [ps] signal strength will improve
approximately by a factor 2.5 yielding a 2.5 times higher accuracy or, alternatively, the
number of coil turns can be lowered by a factor 2.5 yielding a step-response of the
system that will be 0.16 times as large (tnse "" 32[ns] compared to the system designed)
while maintaining the same accuracy. Technically the construction of such an integrator

seerns very weil possible.
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Appendix 1, Calculation of the Magnetic Field caused by the Electron beam

The calculation of the magnetic field that is caused by the electron beam current is hampered by
the fact that the beam is surrounded by a metal tube. This tube modifies the magnetie field
compared to the simple case of an infinitely long line current in free space. Only in one situation
the field of an infinetely long line current corresponds to the the field of a current surrounded by a
metal cilinder: if the current flows exactly in the centre of the metal cilinder. In this case the tube
will coincide with a magnetic field-line and the magnetic field within the tube will be exactly the
same as if there were no cilinder.(Infinitely conducting metal is assumed.)

The way of calculation adopted here is by means of conformal mapping: The above mentioned
relatively simple case of concentric conductors is transformed to the general case of non
concentric cilinders with one cilinder within the other. More precisely: In the case of concentric
cilinders the vector potential resulting from the current in the inner cilinder for the space between
the two cilinders is calculated. This vector potential is then transformed to the case of two non
concentric cilinders. Finally from this vector potential the 8-component (in circle-cilinder
coordinates) of the magnetic field is calculated.

(A. 1. 1)

Firstly the vector potential for the configuration shown in
figure A1.1 is calculated. The coordinates used are circle
cylindrical. The inner circle in figure Al.l (radius rl)
represents the homogenously distributed electron beam
current. The direction of the current is in the positive z
direction as indieated in the figure.

The magnetie field is calculated by assuming quasi-statie
conditions and solving Maxwell differential equations. The
Maxwell equations used are given by formulas (ALl) In
these formulas H is the magnetic field- strength and J is
the current density. The earlier mentioned vector potential
is a solution to these equations and from this vector poten
tial the magnetie field can be calculated.

V x "H = J

V·"H = '0

Figure A 1. 1, Simple configurati
on for calculating the vector
potential caused by the beam
current

(A1.2)

V·A = 0

If we introduce the vector potential Ä defined as in formula (A1.2) , then from (Al.l) the
Poisson and Laplace equations (A1.3) can be constructed [Plonus,p.292].

8 = Vx A

{
V2A =::JiJ for.:!;t~ (inside the beam) }
V2A = 0 for J = 0 (outside the beam)

(A1.3)

In the case of concentric conductors as given in figure ALl, and assuming infinitely long
conductors, a solution to equation (A1.3) for the vector potential Ä between the two conductors is
given by [Binns,p.85]:
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(A1.4)

In fonnula (A1.4) I is the current in the central conductor and it is assumed that the current tlows
in the positive z-direction as indicated in figure ALl, lJ.o is the magnetic permeability of vacuum,
r is the distance from the centre as indicated in figure Al.I.

The next step is to transfonn fonnula (A1.4) to a situation with non-concentric conductors. To
make this possible we first have to defme (A1.4) in a complex plane from which it can be
transformed by means of confonnal mapping to the 'technical' Z-plane. Figure A1.2 gives the
complex W-plane with two concentric circles representing the two concentric cilinders from the
model of figure Al.I.

Expressed in the complex coordinates given in figure A1.2
formula (A1.4) which is valid for the area between the
two circles changes to:

As can be seen from figure A1.2 the outer circle in the
W-plane corresponds to the unit circle (so A... at the outer
conductor, r' =I, is zero, agreeing with the case of infini
tely conducting metal) while the inner circle has radius
lIQ. (The value of Q is connected to the conformal map
ping used but isn't of interest here, QER+,Q> 1)

Az = Pol In(r')
2"

(A 1.5)

Figure A 1.2, The complex W
plane with the two concentric
circles

Formula (A 1.5) is a solution to Laplace's equation from
formula (A1.3) and the second-order partial derivatives
(aWJr'2 and a2lafP) of Az are continuous for the area be
tween the two circles so the vector potential from formula
(AI.5) is a harmonie function (see for instance [Kreyszig,p.696]).

The configuration of figure A1.2 can now be transformed by means of conformal mapping to a
situation with two non-concentrîc circles as shown in figure A1.3. The complex mapping-function
that maps two non-concentric circles in the Z-plane (figure A1.3) onto two concentric circles in
the complex V-plane with the inner circle mapped on the unit circle (figure A1.4) is given by
[Koppenfels,p.76] :

(A 1.6)

P =with:

(P+1)z - (zi P+z,)
g(z) = v = -----:--

(P-1)z - (zip-z,)

R2 - (d+r,)2

R2 - (d-r,)2

This mapping function has to be modified slightly because as can be seen from figure AI.2 we
need a mapping-function that maps the outer circle in the z-plane onto the unit-circle in the w
plane. This can be done quite easily by multiplying formula (A1.6) by lIQ which gives a new
mapping-function fez) in formula (Al.7). This mapping-function is also conformal, see the
'Note'at the end of this Appendix.
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1 _ v _ 1 {P+ 1)z - (zi P+z,)
f{z) = w = - g{z) - -

Q Q Q {P-1 )z - (zip-z,)

Since the expression for the vector potential ~ (Al.S) is
harmonie as stated above, AzO(w)=~(w) can be transfor
med to the Z-plane because the following then applies
[Kreyszig,p.914]:

with: P =
R2 - {d+r,)2

R2 - (d-r,)2 (A 1.7)

z-plane,
z-r expoe)

Lastly with (A 1.2) it follows that for the fJ-component of
the magnetie induction B in the z-plane:

Az{z) = A z{r,8) = AzO{f{z)) = AzO(r l (r,8),(/>{r,8))

with: z = r exp(j8) , w = r l exp(j(/» (A1.8)

From (A1.8) it follows that (A1.S) transforms to:

A z{r,8) = pol In{r l (r,8)) = pol In Iw I
2" 2"

v-plane:
V ril expO 'Ir)

Figure A 1.4, Mapping according
to formula fA 1.6)

Figure A 1.3, Two non-concentric
circles in the complex Z-plane

(A 1.9)

(A1.10)

C = pol
2"

with:

18
8
1=aAz{r,8) =.!C In Iw 1=

ar ar
C a Iwl 2

21 wl 2 ar

Iwl 2 = W • w'

From (Al.?) /w1 2 can be calculated:

1 {P+ 1)2 r 2 - 2{P+ 1)(ziP+z,)r cos(8) +{ziP+z, )2

Q 2 {P-1)2 r 2 - 2{P-1 )(ziP-z,)r cos(8) +{ziP-Z,)2

188 \ 1 a Iw 12 -

-c 21wl 2 ar
(P+1)2 r - (P+1 )(zip+z,) cos(8)

{P+1)2 r 2 -2(P+1 )(ziP+z,)r cos(8) + {zi P+Z,)2

{P-1)2 r -{P-1 )(ziP-z,) cos(8)

(A 1.11)

(P-1)2 r 2 - 2{P-1)(ziP-z,)r cos(8) + {zip-Z,)2
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Formula (Al.ll) gives IB,l/e in an approximation for infinitely long conductors. IB,I can be
normalized on the radius R of the enclosing tube (see figure Al.3)(zl and zl' have been replaced
by d+rJ and d-rJ respectively in accordance with figure Al.3). Substituting ex for r/R, {J for rIR
and x for dIR gives:

(P+1 )2P - (P+1 )([x-a]P+x+a) cos(8)
(P+1 )2P2 -2(P+1 )([x-a]P+x+a)p cos(8) + ([x-a]P+x+a)2

(P-1 )2P -(P-1 )([x-a]P-x-a) cos(8)
(P-1 )2P2 -2(P-1 )([x-a]P-x-a)p cos(8) + ([x-a]P-x-a)2

(A1.12)

with:

p=J1 -x
2

1 - x 2

a = 'l1R

p = 'IR

x = dIR

- 2xa - a2

+ 2xa - al

Note: The mllpping of fonnulll (AI.7) is confonnal. This can be proved in the following WIlY:
I) g(z) is analytical:

this is easily proven by Ilpplying the Ciluchy-Riemann equlltions [Kreyszig,p.740):

èu èv èu èv
-=-,-=-
èx èy èy èx

to g(z) offonnulll (A1.6), with z=x+jy, u=\R{g(z)} (real part of g(z»,
v=U{g(z)} (imllginary part of g(z». ft then follows thllt these hold 80

g(z) is IlnIllyticlll [Kreyszig,p.742]
2) f(z) is IlnIllytical:

I{z) = constant· g(z) = c u(z) + j C v(z) = a{I{z)} + j S{1{z)}

Ilpplying Ciluchy-Riemann equlltions to f(z) yields:

c èu = c èv • c èu = -c èv
èx èy èy èx

which holds because g(z) is analytical.
3) f(z) has got the same set of points zat which df/dz=O ll8 the set of points zat which dg/dz=O:

elf dIJI{z) = c-g(z) - - = c-.=.l!.
dz dz

80 df/dz is zero at the same set of points z at which dg/dz is zero.

From 2) and 3) it now follows thilt the ma.pping by f(z) is confonnal in the same part of the complex z-
plane ll8 g(z) [Kreyszig,p.883). •
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Appendix 2, CalculatioD of the responses of various coils

For the following calculations the 8-component (circle-cylindrical coordinates) of the magnetic
induction, Bh that is detected by the coils, is assumed to be representabie in a Fourier-series in 8
as given by (A2.!).

...
B, = B,o + L (Bi;' cos(m 8) + B,:~ sin(m 8»

with: B, 0 = the constant Fourier-term
B'.m(ç) = cosine~Fourier coefficient
B,.m(l) = sine-Fourier coefficient

(A2.!)

Nore: In the jol/owing seetions the term I response ' will be used to denote the flux thal is
ene/osed by a eoll: Striektly speaking only a varying flux will yield an actual response oj
the eoll by resulting in a voltage at the eoU terminals.

Al.I Response of sine-wound coils

Figure A2.! shows the configuration assumed. The winding-density
of the sine-coil is given by:

N denotes the winding density. If we assume that the magnetic
induction at the position of the coil is given by (A2.!), the magnetic
flux ClJ enclosed by the coil cao be calculated:

N = ti sin (n 8)

2..

ClJ0IC1os.J = IB,.Q A iJ sin(n 8) R d8 +

2..

+ "'~I { IB,<;" A ti cos(m 8) sin(n 8) R d8

2..

+I Bi~ A iJ sin(m 8) sin(n 8) R d8 }

Figure A2.} , Schematic
(A2.2) representation oj a sine

wound eoU

In (A2.2) 'A' denotes the surface of one winding of the coi! and this surface is assumed constant.
Due to the orthogonality of the Fourier series the right half of (A2.2) is only not equal to zero
when m=n. So the order n of the coi! determines the sensitivity for the n'th component of the B,
field aod a coil of order n is insensitive to other field components than the n'th component.
Furthermore, a sine coil, order n, is only sensitive to the n'th sine component of the field. When
n=m (A2.2) yields:

(A2.3)

with: N = maximum winding density [turns/m]
A = surface enclosed by one winding (constant) [m,J
R = average radius of the coil-former [m]
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When the coil in figure A2.1 is rotated by 90° we get a cosine-wound coil that will respond only
to the cosine components of B, with the same order n as the coil-order. The resonse of this coil is
then given by (A2.4).

A2.2 Response of 1200 sector-wou.nd coils

Figure A2.2 shows a set of two 120 0 wound coils with
constant winding density that can be used to approximate a
cosine-wound coil with order n= 1. A simple rotation by 90 0

yields a coil-set that approximates a sine-wound coil.

If we again assume that the O-component of the magnetic
inductance B can be represented by the Fourier-series of
(A2.1), the response of each coil can be calculated. (It is
assumed that both 120 0 -coils are wound in the same sense).
The responses of coil number 1 and 2 are given by (A2.5)
and (A2.6) respectively. To approximate a cosine-wound coil
the response of coil 2 should be subtracted from that from
coil 1: For both coils the same winding-sense was assumed so
subtracting the output of coil 2 in effect means the reversal of
the winding-direction of coil 2 thereby approximating the
negative half of a eosine: (A2.7).

(A2.4)

coil1
/

Figure A2.2, Schematic represen
tation of a 120 0 sector coil

~ Boo
<Pene/md.I = I B, A N R dO = RNA [~37T' B,.o + Ï: ~{sin(7T'3m) - sin(- 7T'3 m)}]

-r/3 ",-I m

with: R = average radius of the coil former [m]
N = coil winding density [tums/m]
A = surface enclosed by one winding [m:J
B'.m(C) = the Fourier-coefficients as given by (A2.1)

4ri3 B~)

<Penclosd.2 = J B, A N R dO = RNA [~7T' B,.o + Ï: ~{sin(47T' m) - sin(27T'm)}]
2r/3 3 ",-I m 3 3

(A2.5)

(A2.6)

"" B(c) B(C)
<PI - <Pz = R A N L [2 ~ sin(7T'm) + 2 ~ sin(27T'm)]

",-I m 3 m 3

= R A N [2 '3 B(c) - 2{3 B(C) + 2{3 B(c) _ 2.;3 B(C)
V.:J '.1 5 ',5 7 '.7 11 '.11 + .... ]

(A2.7)

As can be seen in formula (A2.7) the response of a set of two 1200 sector coils, when the output
of one of the coils is subtracted from the other, is dominated by the first Fourier-term B'.I(C). The
coefficients of the higher order terms (n> 1) become smaller with increasing order. Higher-order
Fourier-terms of the B,-field also become smaller with higher order in the situations concerned, so
the response of a coil set will be approximately equal to the first Fourier-term B'.I(c).
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The response of a 120° sector coil that approximates a sine-wound coil is given by (A2.1O). Coil
'3' corresponds to coil 1 in figure A2.1 and coil '4' corresponds to coil 2 when the coil set is
rotated by 90°.

2 CO> B(C) B(S)
4J

3
= RNA (-311" BB.O + E[~{sin(511"m)-sin(.!.m)} - ~{cos(511"m)-cos(.!m)}])

....1 m 6 6 m 6 6

2 CO> B(C) B(s) 5
4J

4
=RNA(-311"BB.0 + E [~{sin(-.!.m)-sin(- 511"m)} - ~{cos(- 11"m)-cos(-....!.m)}])

...\ m 6 6 m 6 6

Subtracting the outputs of coils 3 and 4 yields:

(A2.8)

(A2.9)

CO> B~ B~

4J
3

- 4J
4

= R A N E[-2 ~ cos( 511"m) + 2 ~ cos(.!.m)] =
....\ m 6 m 6 (A2.1O)

=RAN[2{3 Bi~: - 2f Bi~~ - 2J[ Bi~j + 2ff B8(~~ 1 + .... ]

Apart from some differences in the signs of the coefficients (A2.7) and (A2.1O) don't differ much.
The same considerations as with (A2.7) apply to (A2.10) apart from the fact that the response of a
120° section coil approximating a sine-wound coil is only sensitive to the sine-components of the
magnetic induction B8 •

Using the results of (A2.5),(A2.6),(A2.8) and (A2.9) it now is also possible to show how the
amount of current flowing between a combination of four 120° section coils can be measured
using the responses of these coils. When one set of (two) coils is used as indicated in figure A2.2,
approximating a cosine-wound coil, while the other set of coils is simultaneously used to approxi
mate a sine-wound coil (so mounted in a 90° rotated manner), and all coils are wound in the same
sense, then adding the responses of aH coils yields the result of (A2.11).

4 8 CO> B(C) 2 5
E4J. = RNA (-1I"B60 + E2~[sin( 11"m)-sin(....!.m)+sin(....!.m)-sin( 11"m)])
i·\ ' 3' ....\ m 3 3 6 6

- R A 8 B R [- {fB(C) {fB(C) _ {f B(c)- N 311" B,O + NAT B,4 + """"4 6,8 T B,\6 + .....]

(A2.1l)

Formula (A2.1l) shows thai the added responses of the four coils is dominated by the constant
Fourier-term BB,o. Higher order terms have coefficients that are smaller and when the Fourier
terms do not increase with higher order, adding the responses of the four coils can be used to
measure the BB,o·term. This constant Fourier-term depends only on the value of the current , so in
measuring this term it is possible to determine current. The combination of four coils in this way
resembles a Rogowski-coil [Rogowski] . However, a Rogowski-coil is insensitive to currents that
do not pass through the coil while a combination of four 120° sector in general will be sensitive
to currents that do not pass between them.

A2.3 Response of 84°136° sector-wound coils

These coils can also be used to approximate sine-wound coils and their (theoretical) accuracy is
higher than with 120° sector wound coils. Figure A2.3 schematically outlines a set of 86°/36°
sector wound coils. Each seperate coil consists of a 84° 'long' section with a given constant
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winding-density white there are on both sides adjacent sec
tions of 36° with half the winding-density of the 84° part
(also of constant winding-density).

Calculation of the response of one coil (consisting of one
84°-section completed with two 36°-sections) is done in the
same way as with 120° section coils. Again assuming that the
magnetic inductance BB can be represented by the Fourier
series of (A2.1), (A2.12) and (A2.13) show the enclosed flux
and thereby the response of coils 1 and 2 in figure A2.3.

coil1
/'

Figure A2.3, Schematic represen
When the enclosed flux of coil 2 is subtracted from the flux totion of 84°/36° sector coils
enclosed by coit 1 again an approximation is made of a
continuous cosine-wound coil as given in (A2.14).

(A2.12)

138 2 138 2 102 2
-~ lf ~ lf -~ lf

cP.nclosed.2 = 1R A N BB dO + 1R A N BB dO + f R A N BB dO
I I 2 IJ8 2 (A2.13)
~2lf ~2lf -~2lf

2 B 00 B(c) 138 102
= R A N -1r ~ + R A N L ~ [-sin(-21rm) + sin(-21rm)]

3 2 ",-I m 360 360

with: R = average radius of the coit former [m]
A = surface of one winding [m~

N = winding-density of the 84°-part of the coit [tums/m]

(A2.14)

Analogous to 120 0 -coits, when the complete set of figure A2.3 is rotated by 90° the set approxi
mates a sine-wound coil. Calculations are performed in the same way, where coit 3 is equal to
coil 1 and coit 4 is equal to coil 2 after rotating the coit set by 90°:

B 00 B(C)
cP3=RAN(3:1r~+ L {~[sin( 13221rm)-sin( 48 21rm)-sin(J3:..21rm)+sin( 168 21rm)] +

3 2 ",-I 2m 360 360 360 360

B:~ 132 48 12 168-[ -cos(-21rm)+cos(-21rm) +cos(-21rm)-cos(-21rm)]})
2m 360 360 360 360
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(A2.17)

(A2.18)

Again, the approximation of a sine wound coil is attained by subtracting the flux enclosed by coil
4 from the flux enclosed by coil 3:

eP3 - eP4 =

R A N Ë B?l.. [-cos( 132211"m) + cos( 48 211"m) + cos(E-211"m) - cos( 168211"m)]
""1 360 360 360 360

= R A N [3.29 B,~: + 0.29 B,~i - 0.30 B'(~:I - .....]

As formula (A2.17) shows the expression for enclosed flux resembles that of the situation with a
84 0 /36 0 sector wound coil approximating a cosine-wound coil except for the fact that the coil
considered here is sensitive only to sine-components of B,.

Again, it is possible to measure current using two sets of 84 0 /36 0 sector wound coils (four
seperate coils in total) where one set of coils is positioned 90 0 rotated with regard to the other coil
set (so one set opproximates as sine-wound coil while the other set opproximates a eosine wound
coil) analogous to 120 0 sector wound coils. When all coils are wound in the same sense and the
outputs of all coils are added this output corresponds to the total enclosed flux given by (A2.18).

4
eP10/Dl = ePI + eP2 + eP3 + eP4 = R A N 311"B,.o +

oe BiC) . 42 . 78 . 138 . 102
+ R A N L ---.:: [sm(-211"m) + sm(-211"m) - sm(-211"m) - sm(-211"m)

""1 m 360 360 360 360
. (132 2 ) . (48 2 ) . ( 12 2 ) . (168 2 )]+ sm - 1I"m - sm - 1I"m - sm - 1I"m + sm - 1I"m
~O ~O ~O 360

= R A N !1I"B. 0 + R A N [-0.54Bicl - 0.70B,(C~ - 0.13BiCI)6 + ...... ]3 •. ...
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Appendix 3, Error estimation of the coil responses

The voltages that are measured at the terminals of the 120° sector wound coils can be related to
the beam position and the beam current using formulas (4.11)-(4.14) and (4.15) respectively.

This calculation of beam position and beam current will be limited in accuracy due to the
approximations used to derive relatively simple expressions for the relations between measured
voltages and this position and current. The most important approximation is the neglection of
higher order terms in the calculated enclosed f1uxes (see appendix 2). A second important
limitation in accuracy is caused by the limited accuracy in measured voltages, especially because
the difference of relatively smalI voltages is used to determine beam position.

The flux enclosed by a 120° sector wound coil approximating a cosine winding density, expressed
in the Fourier terms of the Bil field, is given by formula (3.8) (see for calculations appendix
2,(A2.7»:

CID B (c) B (c) 2
C/>I - C/>2 = R A N L [2 ~ sine 1T m) + 2 ~ sin(~m)]

m~1 m 3 m 3

= R A N [2{3 B(C) - 2{3 B(c) + 2{3 B(c) _ 2{3 B(c) +
11,1 -5- 11,5 -7- 11,7 1r 11,11 . ... ]

(3.8)

with: R = average radius of the coil former Cm]
N = winding density [turns/m]
A = surface enclosed by one winding [m2

]

BII•m(c) = eosine Fourier component of the Bil field concerned

The net enclosed flux by four 120° sector wound coils, is given by (3.10) (see for calculations
appendix 2,(A2.1O»:

8
C/>/Ot = C/>I + C/>2 + C/>3 + C/>4 = RNA 31TBII.o +

CID B (c)

+ RNAL~ [2sin (~m) -2sin ( 21T m) +2sin ( 51T m) -2sin ( 1T m)] (3.10)
m~1 m 3 3 6 6

8 {3 (c) {3 (c) {3 (c)
= RNA -1TBil 0 + RNA [- - Bil 4 + -Bil 8 - - Bil 16 + •••.• ]

3 . 2' 4' 8 .

To use formula (3.8) to determine beam-position the values of the Fourier components need to be
known. Two situations occur: a situation with a conducting wall adjacent to the coils and a
situation without a conducting wall.

Firstly the situation with conducting wal! will be analyzed in section A3.1 and in section A3.2 the
situation without a conducting wal! will be analyzed.

A3.I Error estimation in the situation with a conducting wall at radius Rw

In the situation with a conducting wal! formula (3.8) is simplified to (A3. 1) (see chapter 4, section
4.1.1, (4.8». And when the difference cfI)-cfI2 is known from measurements the normalized
displacement X can be calculted using formula (4.13), again in the case of a conducting wall at
radius Rw (see chapter 4),
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tP
1

- tP = R A N 2 {3 B(C) = R A N 2{3 #-LoI X !!.-
2 0,1 1TR R

w w

(A3.1)

with: R, N, A, Ba•m (c) = see (3.8)
ILo = magnetic permeability of vacuum [A/mZj
I = beam current [A]
R.. = radius of the conducting wall [m]
X = x cos(8o) = displacement in the x-direction, normalized on R

x=
2(tP 1 - tP2 ) 1TRw

R 2 A N 2{3#-LoI
(4.13)

The formula for total enc10sed flux (3.10) is simplified to (chapter 4, section 4.1.1, (4.10»:

8 8 #-LoI
tPIo1 = R A N 3"1T BO,G = R A N 3"1T 21TR (A3. 2)

And reversely, when the total flux ~IU is known from measurement the total beam current I can be
calculated using formula (4.15) (chapter 4).

I = (4.15)

When we assume that these four preceding formulas hold (see for a discussion on this section 3.3)
we can estimate the influence of neglecting higher order Fourier terms and Iimited accuracy in
determining the values of the various fluxes using measured voltages.

It should be noted that by approximating the magnetic field (Fourier-series) at the position of the
coUs by the field on the inside of the conducting wall (Fourier-series) an error is made. Ihis error
can't be estimated in a simple manner for the same reason as why the real magnetic field at the
position ofthe coUs isn't applied: Ihe expressionfor the magneticfield (3.15) is too complex 10 be
able to calculate the components of a Fourier-series of this field in an analytical way. Only by the
use of small coUs (small as compared 10 tube-dimensions) directlyon the surJace, a very close
agreement between theoretical and measured voltages may be expected.

A3.l.! Error due to neglecting higher order Fourier terms (conducting wall)

The higher-order Fourier-components (m >0) of the Ba field,in the situation with a conducting
wall, at this conducting wan, are given by (3.16) and the constant Fourier-term Ba,o is given by
Ba,o from (3.6) (see chapter 3).

(3.6)
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B(C)
6,m

B(S)
6,m

(3.16 )

Now it is possible to determine the ratio between B"m(c) and B"o and the ratio between B"m(c) and
B,I(c>, both in absolute values:

(C)

I B6,m I =
B6,o

(C)

I B6,m I =
B(C)

6,1

(A3. 3)

(A3. 4)

Now, what influence does neglecting higher order Fourier terms have on the accuracy of the
calculated beam displacement X ?As can be seen from (3.8) the first occuring higher-order term
(m> 1) is B,/c>, the second is B,f) and the third is B"II(C), Estimating their upper limits expressed
in their ratio to the first order term B,)c) yields:

(C) cos (500)I B 6,s I = I (X~)4 $ 5(X~)4
B (c) Rw cos(Oo) Rw6,1

(c) COS(700)I B6,71 = I (X~)6 I $ 7 (X~)6 (A3. 5)
B (c) Rw cos (°0) Rw6,1
(c) cos (1100)I B6,1I I = I (X~)IO $ 11(X~)10

B(c) Rw cos (°0) Rw6,1

When we take into account the coefficients of the higher order terms in (3.8), using the results of
(A3.5) and assuming that (x'R/Rw ) ~ 0.5 (so the beam's maximum deviation will be half the
radius of the surrounding wal!):

2{3B(c)
-5- 6,5

0.54 6%I $ = 0.0625 ::::
2{3B(C)6,1

2{3B(c)
-7- 6,7

0.56I I $ = 0.0156 :::: 2%
2{3B(C)6,1

2{3B(C)
lr 6,11

0.510 0.001::::0.1%I $ =
2{3B(C)6,1

So it seams reasonable to neglect terms of order higher than m=7 in estimating accuracy.
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The contribution to the enc10sed flux made by terms Be}c) and B,}c) is in (A3. 1) added to the
term B'.I(C), 50 the following expression for the inaccuracy in B"I(C) can be developed:

2: I B (c) 1 + 2: I B (c) 1 ~ (x~ ) 41 B (c) I +5 8,S 7 8,7 R 8,1
w

!:tJ3 (c)

-+ 1~ 1 ~ (X~)4 + (X~)6
B (C) R R

8.1 w w

(x : ) 61 B:~~ I
w

(A3.6)

In this formula the 'AB'.l(c)' denotes a small deviation in B"I(c).

Now from (A3. 1) and (4.13), using (A3.6), the following expression for the inaccuracy in
determining beam position X (in the horizontal plane) can be developed:

-+ 1 AX I

X fund.

!:tJ3 (c)

=I~I
B(C)

8.1

(A3. 7)

To express the result of (A3.7) in the normalized beam deviation in the horizontal and vertical
plane, x (the normalized deviation of the beam in circ1e-cylindrical coordinates) can be expressed
as: x = V(X2+ Y2), where 'X' is the normalized deviation along the x-axis (horizontal) and 'Y' is
the deviation along the y-axis (vertical). The inaccuracy in determining the position of the beam in
the x-direction, caused by neglecting higher order terms is now given by (A3.8).

(A3. 8)

with: X = deviation in the horizontal plane, normalized on R
Y = deviation in the vertical plane, normalized on R

The calculation of the maximum inaccuracy in the measured beam current using (3.10) can be
performed in an analogous way as the ca1culation of inaccuracy in position:

Formula (A3.3) can be used to estimate the absolute value of higher order terms to the constant
Fourier term B"o. As can be seen from (3.10) the first occurring higher order terms (m> 0) are
B,.4(C) and B,,8(C), Estimating the upper limits of their ratios to B"o using (A3.3) yields:

(A3. 9)

Again talcing into account the coefficients of these Fourier terms in (3.10) and assuming that
(x·R/R..,)<O.5 and R/R..,~ 1 (as will always be the case):
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f3B(c)
""2 ',4
8 I ~ O. 2 • 0 • 54 = O. 013 :::: 1 %

3 71B"o
f3B(c)
4 ',8
8 I ~ 0.05.0.58 = 0.0004 :::: 0.04%

3 71B"o

So in this case it seems reasonable to neglect terms higher than m=4 in estimating accuracy.

Since in (A3.2) the contribution of the term B,,4(c) to the enclosed flux is added to B,.o the
following expression for the inaccuracy in B"o can be developed:

f3
läB"ol :::: 2 IB(C) I ~ o. 2x4( ~)5 IB"ol8 ',4 Rw (A3.10)-71

3

-+ I äB"o I ~ O. 2X4(~)5
B"o Rw

Now, from (A3.2) and (4.15) plus (A3.1O) the following expression for the inaccuracy in deter
mining beam current I using measured coil voltages cao be developed:

-+ I ~I I
I fiuul.

And again expressing x in X and Y using x = vor+ V2):

I ~I I ~ 0.2 (X 2 + y2)2 (~)5
I fiuul. Rw

A3.1.2 Error due to measuring errors (conducting wall)

(A3.11)

(A3.12)

Measuring errors will occur when the integrated output voltages of the coils are measured, causing
inaccuracies in determining beam-position and -current. Furthermore, because in formula (4.13)
the value of the beam current is needed to calculate beam-position the error in determining beam
current using the coils will add to the error in determining beam position.

Formula (4.13) relates integrated coil-voltages to beam position (in the horizontal plane) and
(4.15) relates integrated coil voltages to beam current (see chapter 4).
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I = 3.,. (Vt +V2 +V3 +V4 )

4ANI1-o

(4.13)

(4.15)

First consider the inaccuracy in determining bearn-current. Using (4.15) inaccuracies in measured
voltages Vi cao be related to the inaccuracy in measured current I by (A3.13).

I AI I :s I AV1 I + I AV2 I
I ~v, V 1+V2+V3+V4 V I +V2+V3+V4 (A3.13)

+ I AV3 I + I AV4 I
V t +V2+V3+V4 VI +V2+V3 +V4

The theoretical values of the voltages Vi can be calculated fiom the enclosed fluxes of the various
coils, given by (4.4) to (4.7) (see chapter 4). When these voltages are substituted in (A3.13), for
simplicity neglecting all Fourier-terms but the first one, the inaccuracy in the calculated beam
current caused by inaccuracies in the measured integrated coil voltages is expressed in (A3.14).

I AI I:s IAVI
I ~v, I N A l1-oI !

3.,.

(A3.14)

In (A3 .14) it is assumed that the inaccuracies in the voltages VI •• V4 are all the same: t1V.

The inaccuracy in beam position caused by inaccuracies in measured integrated coil voltages is
calculated in the same way:

From (4.13) fol1ows:

(A3.15)

And when the theoretical expressions for VI and V2 are substituted the inaccuracy in beam
position caused by inaccuracies in integrated coil voltages is given by (A3. 16).

2!AVI

I
R N A 11-0 I R I3.46 X_

.,.rrRw Rw
(A3.16)

A3.1.3 Total inaccuracy in beam-position and current, situation with conducting wall

The total expected error in determining bearn-current consists of the fundamental inaccuracy
caused by neglecting higher order Fourier terms (A3.12) plus the inaccuracy caused by measur
ing-inaccuracies in the voltages (A3. 14). Adding these two components yields:
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(4.19)

The total expected error in determining beam position (X-direction) consists of the fundamental
inaccuracy in beam position (A3.8) plus the inaccuracy caused by inaccuracies in measured
voltages (A3. 16), plus the total inaccuracy in determining beam-current (4.19):

I .:U I =
X 101

(X2+y2) 2 21.1vl

I
R N A J.Lo I R I3.46 X_

,[l1Rw Rw

l.1vl
I N A J.Lo I I

3'[

+

(4.17)

Replacing X by Y in (4.17) yields the completely analogous expression for the expected inac
curacy in Y -position.

A3.2 Error estimation in the situation with a non-eonducting walt at radius Rw

Formulas (3.8) and (3.10) also apply here since only the Fourier components of Be depend on the
type of wall (conducting or non-conducting). In the situation without a conducting wall formula
(3.8) is simplified to (A3.17) (see chapter 4, section 4.1.2).

r:: (c) r:: J.LoI
(/)1 - (/)2 = R A N 2 Y3 Be I = A N 2y3- X, 211

(A3.17)

(4.11)

with: R, N, A, Be,m(C) = see (3.8)
ILo = magnetic permeability of vacuum [A/m~

I = beam current [A]
X = x cos«(}o) = displacement in the x-direction, normalized on R

And when the difference eJl)-eJl2 is known from measurements the normalized displacement X can
be calculted using formula (4.11), (see chapter 4).

2«(/)1 - (/)2)11
X =

A N 2{iJ.LoI

The formula for total enc10sed flux (3.10) is again simplified to (A3.2)(chapter 4, section 4.1.1).
And reversely, when the total flux eJllot is known from measurement the total beam current I can be
calculated using formula (4.15).

A3.2.1 Error due to neglecting higher order Fourier terms (non conducting walt)

The Fourier-components of the Be field,in the situation without a conducting wall, at the position
of the coils are given by (3.6) (see chapter 3).
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/JoI
B =

0,0 21fR

B(C) = /JoI x "'cos (mB)
0,,,, 21fR

B(S) = /JoI x"'sin(mB)
0.", 21fR

(3.6)

For the ratio between B',m(c) and B,.o (A3.18) now applies while for the ratio between B,.m(c) and
B, \(c) formula (A3.4) applies when R=R", is substituted (The B,-field components at the radius of
the eaU (R) are used now).

(C)

I Bo.", I = Ix "'cos (mBo) I
Bo•o

(A3.18)

Because formula (A3.4) still applies the fundamental inaccuracy in determining beam position in
the situation without a conducting wall is the same as with a conducting wall present (R=R,..). So
the fundamental inaccuracy in determining X is still given by (A3.8) with R=R",.

Comparing (A3.l8) to (A3.3) shows that the ratio between higher orde terms and the constant
Fourier term is half as large in the situation without a conducting wall as in the situation with a
conducting wall (with R=R,..). So the fundamental error in determining beam current will also be
half as large. The fundamental inaccuracy in determining beam current in the situation without a
conducting wall now is given by (A3.19).

(A3.19)

A3.2.2 Error due to measuring errors (non conducting wall)

For determining beam-current formula (4.15) still applies. So for inaccuracies in calculated beam
current caused by measuring inaccuracies (A3.14) applies. Because the beam position X is given
now by (4.11) the inaccuracy in beam position caused by measurement inaccuracies «A3.16) in
the situation with conducting wall) is slightly modified (R=R,..):

21dVI
N A /Jo I 3. 4 6 X I
--=2-7"-1f-

(A3.20)

A3.2.3 Total inaccuracy in beam position and current, situation with a non-conducting wall

The total expected error in determining beam-current consists of the fundamental inaccuracy
caused by neglecting higher order Fourier terms (A3.19) plus the inaccuracy caused by inac
curacies in the voltages corresponding to the various fluxes (A3.l4) with R=R,... Adding these
two components yields:
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I dI I = I dI I + I dI I ~ 0.1 (X 2+Y2) 2 + IdV I
I lol I fimd. I AV, I N A J.LoI I

37"

(4.22)

The totaJ expected error in determining beam position (X-direetion) consists of the fundamentaJ
inaccuracy in in beam position (A3.8) with R=R,., plus the inaccuracy caused by inaccuracies in
measured voltages (A3.20), plus the totaJ inaccuracy in determining beam-current (4.22):

+
(4.20)

Replacing X by Y in (4.20) yields the completely analogous expression for the expected inac
curacy in Y-position.
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Appendix 4, Calculation of the B,-field, situation without conducting wall

Figure A4.1 shows the configuration as
sumed: A current I at a position (..1,60) in
polar coordinates. The vectors ê, and ê.; are
unity vectors, ê, is directed perpendicular to
(r,6) aod ê.; is directed perpendicular to A.

The B-field in the direction of ê.; can be cal
culated using the first equation of Maxwell in
integral-form, neglecting displacement-cur
rents:

f (ii.ë",) de = I (A4.1)

C

Using (A4. 1):

I

(A4.2)
Figure A4.}, cOTifiguration assumed Jor
calculating B,

B.; can be expressed in terms of r, ..1, 6 and 60 : Applying the cosine-rule to the triangle
r-A-..1 yields:

A2 = r 2 + !::t.2 - 2r!::t. cos (0 -00 )

-+ A = Jr2 +!::t.2 - 2r!::t. cos(O-Oo)
(A4. 3)

B, cao be related to B.;:

(A4. 4)

e", ·e, = cos (a)
r - !::t.cos(O-Oo)

=
A

(A4. 5)

B = J.Lc7 r - !::t.cos (0 -00 )

, 27T r 2 - 2!::t.rcos ( 0 - 0
0

) +!::t.2
(A4. 6)

(4.7)( !::t.) m cos (mOo)
r

(!::t.)m sin(mOo)
r

Using (A4.6) the Fourier components of B, can be calculated resulting in (if I ..1 I < I r I ):

B = J.Lc7
',0 27Tr

B(C) = J.Lc7
',m 27Tr

B(s) = J.Lc7
',m 27Tr
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Appendix S, Parts list integrator

(See figure 4.S, section 4.2.1, for circuit)

RO = 7170, = 1kO lO-turn Cermet-trimmer
Rl = lSoo0, metal-film, 1%
R2,1 = 7790, = 1kO lO-turn Cermet-trimmer
R2,2 = 2.2kO, metal-fiIm, 1%
R3 = SMO, metal-film, S%
R4 = 6OMO, = 2X 1ooMO parallel + lOMO series, metal-fiIm, S%
R5 = 7S770, = lOkO lO-turn Cermet-trimmer
R6 = SOMO, = 2X 1ooMO parallel, metal-film, S%
R7 = 97.50, = 4X 3900 parallel, metal-fiIm, 1%
RS,R9 = lOkO, metal-fiIm, 1%
RlO = 300, metal-fiIm, 1%
Rl! = SOO, metal-fiIm, 1%
R12 = SOO, = 1000 10-turn Cermet-trimmer

co = 1nF, styroflex, 1%
Cl = 39SpF, = 4X S2pF parallel, ceramic (see text)
C2 = lSOpF, styroflex, 1%
C3,C6,C6' = 1JLF, MKP, 1%
C4,C4' = O.33JLF, MKP, 1%
CS,CS' = 1000JLFIl6V, elco
C7,CT ,CB,CS' = 0.47JLF, MKP, 1%
C9,C9' ,ClO,C10' = O.6SJLF, MKP, 1%

IC1,IC2 = OP27, Texas Instrurnents
IC3,IC4 = LHoo33, National Semiconductors
ICS = 7S1S, positive voltage-regulator
IC6 = 791S, negative voltage-regulator
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Appendix 6, Measuring devices used

-Hewlett-Packard HP651B test-oscillator
Seriesnumber:6815-OO858
Registration-number TU-Eindhoven: EH 0306GT19
Calibration-date: 89-04-11, Calibration reference-number: 880385

-Thurlby-Thandar TG230 function-generator (used for frequencies below 100 kHz)
Seriesnumber: 028856
Registration-number TU-Eindhoven: EA 2485
Calibration-date: 93-12-û9, Calibration reference-number: 931475

-Hewlett-Packard HP5315B universal counter
Seriesnumber: 2108400376
Registration-number TU-Eindhoven: EH 0376TE5

-Hewlett-Packard 8634A Signal Generator (10-520 MHz)
Seriesnumber: 1905A03403
Calibration-date: 91-06-27, Calibration reference-number: 910631

-Nicolet 4094A Digital Oscilloscope and Nicolet 4180 Storage Control
Seriesnumber: 86B02253
Calibration-date: 82-01-13, Calibration reference-number: 851538

-Radiall 20dBl500-attenuator
Type: R416520
Seriesnumber: 9349

-Pearson Electronics current probe
Model: 110
Number: TM12
Seriesnumber: 15530
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Appendix 7, Drawings of integrator housing-parts

See for assembly: Section 4.2.3, figure 4.8.

lt0
l~. 35

Figure A7.1 , passive integrator housing with lid

- ~-

Figure A7.2, Lidlor integrator-housing
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Appendix 8, Theoretical and measured ooil voltages,
situation without conducting wall

Theoretical voltages according to formulas (5.1) and (5.2), corrected by a factor 1.24 for coil 1
and a factor 1.28 for coil 2, see section 5.2.1. Positions according to figure 5.2. X- and Y
coordinates normalized on R (R=40[mm)).

[V/lA) *10-2 veoill-+. Veoil.theor.-*, +/*-solid ratio
6 .00 ,....----,---,.----,---,.----.---...-----.------,...---........--, 1. 2

0.6

0.84.00

. . . . . . . . .
• • • - •• ; ••••• - .: •••••• -; •••••••:- - •••• -:- •••••• ;. - ••.•• :- - ••••• ; ••• - •• -:- •• IJ' •

5 00 : : : : : : : : , 1 0
• ~.....:.-.:.;.....:.-~:....:.. .:.;.....:.. .:...;.'~.-;....;''c.:..'':''';''c.:..'7-':':":"':"';-':":".:...;''7-'-'--'-"':":"-,-,-,:,,:,'7-':-:..:...........-'-'.~~~.:.........~.~......:..:..~~-=\ .

.+.t..!..·j.··f··t··L,]
•••••• ; •••••• -.' - ••••• : •••••• 0, ••••••• 0" •••••• ~ ••••••• 0" •••••• : •••••• '0" •••••

2.00 L..-_-'-'__.......__.......__.......__L.'__L.'__.L..-_.....L..-__.L..-_--' 0.4

X: -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Y: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.00

(a)

ratioVeoil2-+. Veoil2.theor.-*, +/*-solid[V/lA) *10-2
6. 00 r-----.---~---.---~-........--~- ........-----,~- ........---.1. 2

0.6

0.84.00

. . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . . . ...... "•...... ~ -:- - : ':' : -:- - : -: .
. . . . . . . .

5. 00 ~~-+--"''''''''~'"""7'.~-!___"'~-::---....,:~~....,.;-..-...,:~--:::---~1.0

••••• :•••••• j•••••••• ~ ••.•••••• ~ •••.•.:.•••• r.·····'·.····'·.···
. . . . . . . ... .

•••••• '••••• _ • .I ••• _ •• ,', •••••• J •••••• ,'••••••• I •••••••' •••••••••••••••' •• __ ••

: : . . : : : :. ~. . . . .
3.00

X:-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1
Y: 0 0 0 0 0

o
o

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
o 0 0 0 0

(b)

Figure A8.I, trajectory:Oo/180° (seefigure 5.2), (a):coilI, (b):coil 2

P.T.O.
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[V/1A! *10-2 Vcoil1-•• Vcoil1.theor.·* ••/*·solid

+, ..

ratio

5.00 ····· .. ·· .. ·· .. ··············.······.V······ .. ········ .. ·:; .. : .. :-: 1.0. . . . . . '..;' .. . . . . '.. -. .
::::: I:::::: [:::::: J:::::::[:::::::::~: ~:;~: ~:~ ~:~~: :::: I:::::::::::::4.00 _ .. 0.8

......~ ~ ~ ~:;.~.~ ~.: .- ~ ~ ; ~ .
. . .. ~ ~ : z -: . . . . .

3.00 ~ ;.. "+' ••; •• : •• :,~••••••• ~ •••••• ~ .•••••• ~ .•••.. ~ •••.••• ;•••...• ; ••..•• 0.6
~ :& •

X: -0.5 -0.4 '0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
Y: - 0.29 - 0.23 - 0 .17 - 0 .12 - 0.06 0

(a)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.06 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.29

[V/lA! *10-2 Vcoi12-•• Vcoi12.theor.·* ••/*·solid ratio

5.00

4.00

3.00

...
:= •. . .. .· ~ ...•...~ . ':~' : ; : : ; ~ .

Lr T"~:":" :,~:" .. : F+
· .. -. - ~ --~ ~ : - : : ~. ~ .~ ~.. .:. . ~ ~ .

~ :
:; :=

1.0

0.8

0.6

X: -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
Y: - 0 . 29 - 0 . 23 - 0 . 17 - 0 . 12 - 0 . 06 0

(b)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.06 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.29

Figure A8.2, trajectory:30o/2JO° (seefigure 5.2), (a):coill, (b):coil2

[V/1A!*10-2 Vcoil1- •• Vcoil1.theor.·· ••/*-solid ratio

5.00

4.00

3.00

. . . . . . . . .
• •••••••••••• ',' •••••• ~ "," ••••••••••••• 0,' •••••• ~ .

• +.. .. . . . . . . ... :...• - '," ~ "" , - ',' .

1.0

0.8

0.6

X: -0.25 -0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 0
Y:-0.43 -0.35 -0.26 -0.17 -0.09 0

(a)

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
0.09 0.17 0.26 0.35 0.43

[V/1A!·10-2 Vcoi12~•• Vcoi12.theor.~*, ./*~solid ratio

5. 00F=~==~==~===~==========-:-=====J1. 0

4.00:::~:: r:: ~:::~:: :::~:r ~:;:~ l~:~:~: t:::::: r::::::t::::::!:::::: :~::::::........ ; ... ~

~ •••• - -: ••••••• ~ •••••• ~ •••••• -;- •••• - • ~ •~ .~ .+. ~. :.:.:: .~ --, -.- •• ~ •••••• -;- •••••

... + ..
• +

3.00 ~ ~ : : : ~ : ~ ~ : ..

0.8

0.6

X: -0.25 -0.20 -0.15 -0.10 -0.05 0
Y: -0.43 -0.35 -0.26 -0.17 -0.09 0

(b)

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
0.09 0.17 0.26 0.35 0.43

Figure A8.3, trajectory:60oI240° (seefigure 5.2), (a):coill, (b):coil 2
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(V/lA] *10-2 Vcoil1-+, Vcoil1,theor.-*, +/*·solid ratio

5.00
· . . -. . , . . .

••••• "0"·· _ •• 'I"····· °l······ '0" ••••• 'I' _ •••• '0"·· - •• "0"······,'·· - •• 1.0.. ....
• • 4 ••• : ••••••• : •••••••: ••••••• ;. •• _ ••••: ••••••• :••••••••: ••••••• :••••••• ~ ••••••

4.00 · ":" ~ .-'; '; .~: :.: :.: .::+''; ''': ~ '; .~ '; :.: ~: :. : .. Ol" :' .. -..
• + • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ~

• ._ •• .:. •• !-••• ~ •.•~ •••:••••••• : _ .•••••: .• - •••• : _ .•••• ~ ••• ~ •••': •• ,-, •• ~ .••~ ••. .
0.8

3.00 0.6
X: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Y: -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

(a)

(V/lA] *10-2 Vcoi12-+, Vcoi12,theor.-*, +/••solid ratio
5.00 .-------,.---,---...,...---.-------,---...,.....--.,....-----,.--"""7'"---, 1. 0

-' .-· . . . -.......
• ••••• , •••••••' ••••••• " I ••• __ •• '. , ••• , ••••••••• ' ••••••· . . . . . . . ,

4.00
. .

.............................. "' 0- •••

o • • • • • • • •...•... ~ . . . ~ .. . ~ ..... .
• j.. _. ~.: .: .~ ,+, ~. ;-. ~. ~ .~ .~ :. ~. ~. ;. ~ • ~ :-: .~_ ,+, ~••• to ...••....~... !'" ••.. ~.. -t-··... ·· ~

0.8

3.00 0.6
X: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Y:-0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

(b)

Figure A8.4, trajectory:9rrI270° (see figure 5.2), (a):coill, (b):coil 2
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Appendix 9,Theoretical and measured coil voltages,
situation with ronducting wall

Theoretical voltages according to formulas (5.4) and (5.5), corrected by a factor 1.24 for coil 1
and a factor 1.28 for coil 2, see seetion 5.2.1. Positions according to figure 5.2.

[V/1A] *10-2 vcoi11- •• Vcoi11.theor.-* ••/*-solid ratio
6 .00 .-----,-----,----r---..,....---..,.-----.-----,---...-----..,....----, 2 . 4

2.0

0.8

1.6

5.00

4.00

2.00

... _. : ..•.... :. - : ......• : - . - ~ ....•.. : ~ : i,- ..•..
: . : : .: + .. :· . . : :..-~.. ..;. ~ ~.:'".~.~. ~ .. '~.'" -< ~ ..

~ ..
...+ ~••• ~ •••: .. :.~.:.~.~ ••• : : .~••-:.:._~.~:-:-.-::••-:-.~::-:-.~••..,..,...,.•• ~-...........,••.i.:..:,.'..:.;'.~.j..;. ••• ~__ 1.2

...... : ~ .. _ .. ~.~.~.~.: _._. ~ : : : _o_~ .· . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . .· . . . . . . . .
1.00 L-_....i.__.......__-'-.__....._--'.'--_....i.__......__-'-.--.....-----' 0.4

X: -20 -16 '12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20[mm]
Y: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [mm]

3.00

(a)

[V/1A] *10-2 Vcoi12-•• vcoi12.theor.-* ••/*-solid ratio

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

· . . . . . . . .
•••••••••• _ •••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••• J •• __ 0, ••••••••••• ••••••• 1 ••••••••• _ ••••.... . . . . . . . .- ~ . . . . . .
•••••• ,0 •••• _ .

...... ~ ~ ~ ~.~.~.~.~~.~ ; : :.. .
· : ~.~.~ ..;._..: ~.~.~.: , ~...... .. ,

••••••• ' ••••••• :..... • •••••'.~. _ ••• : ••••••• '•••••••••••••••• I •••••••"': .· ., -. . . . .. . . , --' . . .
:::::: :i::::::: ~::::::::.:::::: :~::::::: ~:::: :~:~:~ :-::.:~: ~:~:: T: :~::::.::::::
.......: ; : : ~ : : : -;. .. -- ..
,. .,. .

2.0

1.6

1.2

0.8

1. 00L-_~_~__~_~__~_~__~_--'-__.........._....J 0.4
X: -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 2qmm]
Y: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [mm)

(b)

Figure A9.1, trajeetory:Oo/1BO° (seefigure 5.2), (a):coill, (b):coil 2

P.T.O.
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[V/lA] *10-2
5.00

Vcoil1-+. Vcoil1.theo~.-*. +/*-solid ratio
2.0. .

...... ~ .. - : : : .. -- ~ :.,. ~: .
•• • + • 1.8. .. ... .
· :...'" ~ . . : :4.00 ..•... ~~ ..<#. •• _.:•••••••• ~ ••••• ·.I ••••••••: ••••••••:-· ••••• -:- •••••••. ~ .

~······+·······~····~··~i········~·~·····+·······~···· .
3.00 ~ ..•..•..:.~ : ; :.... . : ..-.

1.6

1.4

1.2

'-__~ ---' 1.0

X: 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 [mm)
Y: 0 1.15 2.31 3.46 4.62 5.77 6.93 8.08 9.2410.39[mm)

(a)

(V/lA] *10-2 Vcoi12-+. Vcoi12.theor.-*. +/*-solid ratio

1.2

0.8

2.0

1.6

... .· . . . . . . .
•••••• "0" •••••• '.' ••••••• ~ ".' •••••• "0" ; ••· . .

2.00

3.00

· . . .
4.00 r ..~..~.'.::'.~...;..~.'..:.;'.~.. '.;,'.~..~.'f''~":-'.~.'j"'.~.~:c...: .... ~.' ..... .

...... .: ~:~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~; ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~::: ~ ~~:~~:~ ~:: ~~ ~:: ~ :~:~ ~::: ~:
••~ •• ~.: •• O! •• _ : : : : : : :.......:- :::~:::~: :~:::~:: ~;::~:::: <::::: :~::::::):::::::;:::::::
•••••••: •••••••• : ••••• _ •• ~ ••••••• ; ••••••• ~ ••••••• pO, ~.: •••• _.· . . . . . . .1. 00 L-__~__~__~__~__~__~__~__~_--'0.4

X: 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 [mm]
Y: 0 1.15 2.31 3.46 4.62 5.77 6.93 8.08 9.2410.39[mm]

5.00

(b)

Figure A9.2, trajectory:30° (see figure 5.2), (a):coill, (b):coil 2

Vcoil1-~. Vcoil1.theo~.-*. +/*-solid[V/lA] *10-2

4.20 ; .. ~ ~ ...•.. _ .. ~ +••••••• ~ •••••• ~•••••••~ •••••••••••••

~atio

1.68

3.80
. . .· , .· . . 1.52· . . .

3. 40~~::~:~:'l:~'~..~.~::~:~::~:~::~:~:~;:~:~::~:;::::~:;::~:~::~:~::~:~:.~.:~:~::~:~::~:~:::~:~:~::~:~::~:~::~:~:J: 1. 36· . : ;..
• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••• ••• ,po••••••••••••••••••••••... :" _~ ."'. "': .

3.00 .;, ,;; .. _ .. ; 1.2. ;. . . .· .." ..•.. - ~ ~ .. - : -;- - .
2. 60'-----~.~-----._----~'------------'1.04

X: 0 2 4 6 8 10 [mm)
Y: 0 3.46 6.9 10.4 13.9 17.3[mm]

(a)

[V/lA) *10-2 Vcoi12-+. Vcoi12.theor.-*. +/*-solid

4.00

ratio
1.8

...~· . . .
· ':" - ':' ~ - . . . . . .

~................ .......,. .. _.. ~ -.. ; ; .. _- .
.. +

1.4

3.00 · . . .............. ' ' ········r······ .· . .

2.00

......:. _.~ ~ - -~ -""~. - ".- _. ~- -." .. "~". - _ - - _ -:" .. - - -.... 1.0

. -· . ,..
_ ...... _ ....... -" -,...... -"." --.",.~ - . ---- ---.... _ ... " ....... ---' _ .. --.. - --_. ------ ."

" -· .L- ~ ~ -J 0.6

X: 0 2 4 6 8 10 [nun]
Y: 0 3.46 6.9 10.4 13.9 17.3[nun]

(b)

Figure A9.3, trajectory:60° (seefigure 5.2), (a):coill, (b):coil 2
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1.44

ratio
1.60

, +

+ '- -~ .
. . . .

"0" ••••••••••••• ".' • - - ••• ~ .

Veoil1-., Veoil1.theor.·'*, ./'*-solid

· . . ...................... .

, ,

...... ~. -.... ~," -;". of ".-~..... ~.•.•.~ '+,:"~' ~'~'~'.'+",.: '~'.":.'"
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[V/lA) '*10-2
4.00

3.20
· . . . . . . . .......................................... -_ ' .

, .. 1.28
· . . . . . . . ......... - .

2.80
· . . . . . . . ...............................................................................
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2. 4o"-- ~__~__~ ~ ~__....I'O. 96
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[V/lA] '*10-2 Veoi12-•• Veoi12.theor.·'* ••/'*·solid ratio

3.60 ..:. .. ;. ~ -::: .~.:.~.~.;.~.~". r~·~·~.;.~"..+). ~.~ .. ,~ ...... ·i·· .~_-- 1.44

· .~ :. - ; -- ..: ; : ~ '.. . . , - .

3 . 2 0 : : : : ~ : ~ ~ : . . . . .. 1. 28

· . . . . . . . .· : '," ; .

2.80
· . . . . . . . .
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Figure A9.4, trajectory:9()o1270° (see figure 5.2), (a):coil 1, (b):coil 2
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